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Excited about remembering his
sunscreen, Senior, Jake Swanson
poses for a picture before teeing
off at Valley View.

Putting the ball, Riley Nelson
concentrates on sinking the putt.

Countless memories, Tanner Coziahr, Michael Early,
Cade Nimrick, Nicolas Gainey, Kyle Barman, Cole
Piggott, and Austin Hanson show off the letters they
received after finishing their first golf season.
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Analyzing the situation between rounds, Jack Bumann,
Levi Swanson, Jake Swanson, Austin Hanson, Riley Nelson,
and Preston Anderson enjoy a rest and discuss how to
attack the back nine.

Following th
ball soar. Form is
a good golfer.
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Preparing to bump, Mackenzie
Coziahr approaches the ball midair.

Stretching to meet the ball,
Megan Reed jumps to take the hit.

Extending to receive the ball,
Avery Burgeson stretches out to
dig the ball up to the setter.
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Students today seem to carry book bags around with
them everywhere. These students carry many different
things in their bags. The students say that these things
help them with their survival in high school.
Andrew Allen: Books, notebooks, a
pencil bag, pencils, and pens.

Marcus Stiles: Cologne, stick of old
spice, books, headphones, a
charger, pencils, pens, and
highlighters.
Sami Casteel: phone charger,
headphones, binders, pencils,
pens, markers, books, and
highlighter.
Sami Casteel
•
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Arika Glisan: Lip gloss, note cards,
headphones, phone charger,
hand sanitizer, math book, and a
planner

Arika Glisan

Tori Ramont

Tori Ramont: Headphones, pens,
pencils, wallet, perfume,
deodorant, keys, charger, chap
stick, paper, chips, mirror, and
water
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Books, pens, pencils, headphones, charger, notebooks,
prefume or cologne, and a planner.

Anticipating the next serve, Allison
Meyer, Megan Reed, and
Mackenzie Coziahr await the
renewal of play.
Showing a little hustle, Megan
Reed slides under the ball and hits it
over the net.

Setting the ball to her teammate, Bumping the ball, Mac
Jamie Franck sets the ball up for a Coziahr passes the ball up to
kill.
the setter.

Servi

Huddling up, the team
the game. Hunter Nelson,
Megan Reed, Mackenzie
ears.
Serving an Ace, Senior, Alii
on the ball as she serves du
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ng the serve, Kaitlyn Swemline, Madison
, and Arika Glisan get ready to receive
II.

Bumping the ball, Laney Baylor
sends the ball to the setter.

Setting the ball to her teammate, Olivia Nuckles sets up a
spike for her team.
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Lining up on the offensive side
of the ball, Kaleb Buss #83,
moves to get the ball .

Using the block wisely, Drake
McDonough runs around the corner
against North Fulton.

Makin
Making the
open field tac
a ngle to get
Leading the
Spartans are

Surveying the field, Coach Weigelmann gives his
quarterback Dawson Anderson some advice on their
next play.
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Endzone bound, Dakota Root jukes
a defender as he heads for the
endzone.

Breakaway, Travis Kane runs from
the defender as he breaks out into
the open field.

Leading the charge, The Varsi1y
FootOall team walks out on the field
for pre-game.

Where do you work?

Sami Casteel, Meagan Underwood, Marissa
Johnson, and Katey Bull - Hillcrest Nursing
Home
Trevor Reed- Subway
Sami Casteel - Dairy Queen
Wade Schnowske - Danny Boys Pizza & More
Morgan McCaw and Mackenzie Coziahr Valley View Country Club
Cameron Woodbury and Zach Hines Construction
Trevor Kane- Hutchinson Trucking & Turner
Farms
Andrew Ruhnow - Spike Edmund Farm
Hannah Moody - Save-a-Lot
Tristen Walline- McDonald's
McOOnaltno
Victoria Ramont and Ashlev Yenor - Bella's
bp
Pizza
Edwin Stevenson - BP
Logan Brink, Adrianna Nussear, Kelsey Todd,
Ava Michael, Colton Franck, Kris Lookingbill,
and Caleb Franck - AIM after-school
program
Marcus Stiles - Timber Campground
Wyatt Kirlin and Ryley Rusk - Bi-State
Sportsmans Association
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Making the tackle, Jared Smith
makes a tackle while Travis Kane
moves in to help.
Breaking through the line, Trevor
Reed tries to get a tackle for a loss.

Making a hit, Caleb Sipp pushes
his defender back, while Wade
Schnowske is there to help.

Busting out, Travis Kane runs for
positive yardage with some
downfield blocking from
Dakota Root and Alec Vinavich.

Frid
Friday night lights, the
game of the season at the
Greenman calls the play
towards the ball. Trevor R

Waiting for the snap,
up his defender before the
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smiling, Jenna Stromquist, Olivia
Avery Burgeson, and Mackenzie
cheer on their team at a home game.

Smiling for the camera, Maddie
Nuckles and Madison Swanson
take time from cheering to pose.

Jamie Franck cheers
· Coziahr, and
are bad to the bow!
Avery Burgeson,
Swanson perform
game starts.

watches the game
to do next.
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Teamwork, Hannah Moody, Sierra Brown, Jarica
Keever, Maddie Nuckles, and Hannah Barham stay
warm before the game by sharing the blanket.

Showing little exertion, Alex
Owens finishes strong during his
meet.

Gracefully running with perfect
form, Cameron Woodbury eases
towards passing his opponents.

Runn
Preparing to run
Andrew Hand,
minds set on taki

Stretch it out, Kyle Ford heads to the front of the pack
during one of his final cross country meets.

Never one afra
getting dirty, M
Todd leads the
through the mu
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rowd pleaser, Tristan Akers, Carter
Shelby Clong, and Lauren Clong
for the crowd for Homecoming.

Capturing the moment, David
Stinson playing his saxophone
loud and proud for the crowd.

Pep
Competition blues, our band seniors, Kelsey Todd,
Meagan Underwood, Edwin Stevenson, Kyle Ford, Tristan
Akers, and Jack Wagher perform one last time.
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Final day, Kyle Ford and
his mom walk across the
floor for cross country.

Last time leading, Kelsey
Todd walks along side of her
mom and brother for band
senior night.

Setting the pace,
Tristan Akers and his
family stand proud
on senior night.

AFi
Digging one last
the camera with
night.
One last step,
• parents walk the
senior night.

The final walk, Jack Wagher
and his mom on senior night.

Made in the USA, Jake
Swanson was all patriotic
on senior night.
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Homecoming events of 2015
Monday September 21 - Safari Day
Lunch contest- Lost in the jungle
Tuesday September 22- Tye Dye Tuesday
Lunch contest-Name that tune
Wednesday September 23- 80's Day
Lunch contest- 80's Trivia
Thursday September 24- Class Color Day
Lunch contest- Teacher trivia
Pep assembly l :45 pm
Bonfire- 7:00pm at CHS
King- Kyle Ford and Queen- Kelsey Todd
Friday September 25- Spartan Spirit
Saturday September 26
Parade l 0:00 am in Cambridge
Football Gamel :30 pm against Mid-County
Dance- 8:00-ll :00 pm at Alwood High School

Safari Explorers, Hunter Nelson
and Austin Reed are ready for their
b ig adventure.
Tigresses, Renee Fo rtino a nd Julia
Nail show their jungle like smiles for
the camera.

Fiery Freshmen, Kaitlyn Swemline, Madison
Swanson, Danielle Adams, Jenna Stromquist,
Maddie Nuckles, Taylor Lodge, Savanna
Sullivan and Paiton Williams.

Rocking Out, Alyssa Keeney, Emily Sullivan,
Laney Baylor, and Sami Casteel pose for
80's day.
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Bad to the bone, Freshmen, Kaleb
Buss, Andrew Allen, and Tanner
Coziahr take a "mug shot" on their
way to class.

Taming the jungle, Megan Reed,
Sarah Vincent, Avery Burgeson,
Jack Wagher, and Jamie Franck
try to get control of the lunch
room.

e tot
Savage Seniors, Adrianna N
Trystin Staley, Jordan
their next victim in the tug of
Safari Sophomores, Emily
Laney Baylor, Sierra Brown,
Wiley are kept tamed by

The Freshmen tribe, try to wrangle
up their opponents.

The wild teachers, try to tame
student body.
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King and Queen Kyle Ford and
Kelsey Todd light the bonfire.

Waiting patiently, the high school
football players are ready for the
parade to begin.

Dressing it up, Hannah Lawrence
takes a quick picture on Tye Dye

Flashback to the 80's, Jared Smith
goes back in time by wearing his
dad's lettermen jacket from 1983.

Freshmen class, pull of the upset
by taking first place with their float.
Adam Fortino rides the float
through the parade as Indiana
Jones.
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Jungle bound, Drake Park carefully
drives his Gator through the Jungle.

Erupting with Spirit, the seniors
put all their effort into their final
float.

Hungry
Anxiously waiting for

consisting of Tristan Akers,
Caleb Sipp, Megan Reed
Todd, wait to hear who is
homecoming festivities.

Powder puff football, the girls put
on their flags for a fun game during
the bonfire.

off their dance moves.
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Taking a break from the dance
floor, Cole Franks, Jenna Stromquist,
and Jordan Christopherson grab a
drink.

Bust a move, Cameron Woodbury
and Mackenzie Coziahr create
memories they will treasure forever.

Bridge to new memories,
Madison Swanson and Austin Reed
take a picture with their dates.

Getting their groove on, Travis
Kane and Hunter Nelson are ready
to dance.

Seizing the opportunity, Sami
Casteel catches a breath before
the next dance.

Picture perfect moment, Laney
Baylor and Jacob stone pose for a
quick picture together.

Taking in the moment, Allison
Meyer and Queen Kelsey Todd
enjoy their last homecoming.

AWil
Beautiful ladies and han
Mallery Pearson, Max N
for a group photo before
King and Queen of the J
dance. Megan Reed, T
Todd, Caleb Sipp, Jamie

Enjoying the night, Adrianna
Nussear and Marissa Johnson show
off their wild side to the camera.

Capturing the moment, Emily
Sullivan, Carter Snook, Ashley
Reinstadtler, and Austin
Hanson pose for a picture .
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stage, Jordan Keeping each other
entertained, Tristan Akers
recites his
and Josh Stinson introduce
Fortino
themselves.

Rhymes can kill, Renee
Fortino, Kyle Ford, and
Mitchell Todd read a nursery
rhyme.

The truth is revealed, as the cast stands around the
couch while Hannah Lawrence lays passed out
because her secrets were revealed.

Mingling like old friends, David Stinson and
Kyle Ford chat about who the murderer is.
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I didn't do it, Renee Fortino, Mitchell Todd,
Jordan Christopherson, and Tristan Akers, listen to
a voice accuse them of murder.

Loving Lilly, Tara Williams takes a
selfie with her dog Lilly.

Part of the family, Oscar the cat is
included in all of David and Josh
Stinson's daily activities.

Pugs & Hugs, Jamie Franks is all
smiles with one of her many pets
Tyson.

Paws & Claws
~~fa-rQkfe
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Pet Owners:
Owning a pet is a huge responsibility. Each animal has their own
certain needs. Many of the students know the responsibility of
owning a pet.
Current Pets:
Jamie Franck owns nine pets, of which includes six horses, two pigs,
and a pug named Tyson. Jack Wagher currently owns two dogs.
First Pets:
First pets are a fun and new experience. Tara Williams had her first
pet at eight years old. She named her first dog Alex. Tara still has her
first pet today. Jack Wagher's first pet was a full blooded
Bloodhound named Otis.
Tricks:
The Fortino's two dogs, Max and Luke, know the commands to sit
and lay down.
Indoor or Outdoor:
Maddy Stevens owns several animals. She has nine cows and one
dog that spends irs time both indoors and outdoors.

Devoted Toby, looks up to his
owner, Jack Wagher, as he takes a
picture.
Nice moo-ves, Maddy Stevens
shows off her cow, Wojo, at the
Henry County Fair.

Activities with the Pet:
The Stinson's cat, Oscar, likes to curl up on the couch with them as
they watch movies.
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Meagan Underwood
icai/Special Care Nurse

Marissa Johnson
· Pediatric Nurse

I Personnel
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How long have you wanted to be a nurse?
ami Casteel has wanted to be a nurse since she was little
Marissa Johnson has wanted to be a nurse when she first got her insight on what its like
Meagan Underwood hasn't always wanted to be a nurse, she didn't decide until this year
Megan Reed has wanted to be a nurse for 2 years
oe Michael has wanted to be a nurse for a couple months now
How did you become interested in nursing?
Sami become interested after the way her grandpa was treated with care
Marissa became interested after seeing how St. Jude's took care of some of her family members
Meagan became interested after her grandpa told her she would be good at it
Megan became interested after volunteering at Hammond Henry Hospital during the summers
Zoe became interested because of her mom
Dream Job?
ami's dream job is to work in Tennessee at a hospital with her Masters in Nursing
Marissa's dream job is to work at St. Jude Medical Center with her Doctorate in Nursing
Meagan wants to be a Surgical/Special Care Nurse with her Masters in Nursing
Megan is not sure yet
oe wants to work as a Biomedical engineer with prosthetics.
at age range do you want to work with?
Sami wants to work with the elderly
Marissa wants to work with newborns preferably but any age will be fine with her
Meagan wants to work with all age ranges
Megan wants to work with any age but elderly
oe wants to work with other Biomedical engineers
at is your favorite memory?
ami's favorite memory was interaction with the elders
Marissa's favorite memory was all the hands on experiences during clinical
Meagan's favorite memory was hearing about the residents life's
Megan's favorite memory was meeting new friends with many memories and stories
oe's favorite memory was all the stories the residents had to tell
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Samantha Casteel
Registered Nurse

Megan Reed
Medical Field

Making memories, Marissa Johnson, Meagan
Underwood, Olivia Draminski, Samantha Casteel, Emily
Carmichael, Caitlynn Peed, and Zoe Michael gather
for a picture on the last day of their clinicals.

Zoe Michael
Science Biomedical Engineering

Studying hard, Meagan underwood reads over her
book in class.

Nursing Fun Facts

Preparing to learn, Zoe Michael takes a quick break
and smiles for the camera.

- January 27th is School Nurse Day.
- The most visits to emergency room happen during
the warmer months of the year.
- The National Association of Colored Nurses was
formed in 1908.
- Men and women between the ages of 25-44
account for 33% of all people in the U.S. who come to
emergency rooms with injury-related wounds.
- Linda Richards became the first nurse to earn a
nursing diploma in the U.S. in 1873.
- Nursing is one of the fastest growing occupation in
the u.s.
- The American Nurses Association, first known as the
Nurses Associated Alumnae, was started in 1898.
- The New England Hospital for Women and Children,
established in 1862, was the first school for nursing in
the U.S.
- 101 Nursing Fun Facts
nursinglink.monster.com

CJJ.A
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Cliques

fA. clique is a group of people who interact with
jeach other more regularly and intensely than
p thers in the same setting. Interacting with cliques
is part of normative social development regardless
p f gender, ethnicity, or popularity. Although cliques
p re most commonly studied during adolescence
p nd middle childhood, they exist in all age groups.
~enerally people in a clique will not have a
!Completely open friend group, and they can "ban"
members of the clique if they do something
~eemed to be unacceptable, such as talking to
~omeone generally disliked by the clique. People
hat are part of a clique are bonded together
hrough shared and /or similar social characteristic
~uch as race, ethnicity, economic status, physical
p ppearance, etc.

Rockers mix with jocks, Edwin
Stevenson, Jacob Stone,
Cameron Woodbury, Mitchell
Todd, Kyle Ford, and Jordan
Christopherson join together to
eat in the band room.
Hanging with the squad, Tori
Ramont Jack Wagher, Ashley
Yenor, Liz Keller, Meridith Logston,
and Alexis Michael share a few
laughs at lunch.

- Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Types of High School Cliques
Geeks - a group of students described as being
intellectual, obsessive, or socially impaired.
Jocks - live for athletics, tend to be popular with
many of their peers.
Thespians - the teens who are obsessed with
Broadway musicals and more than likely aspire to
~o theater professionally.
Skaters - skateboarders who came along &
borrowed the long hair and slacker trappings of
he surf scene, but they have always been more
rebellious.
Outsiders - may be socially challenged and
unable to fit in, or they may be independent and
lfeel no need to join any one group exclusively.
Preps- a sub-genre of the popular clique. Preps
end to be good at being social and having fun &
usually come from an upper middle or upper-class
amily.
Nerds - they are obsessed and often have superiol
knowledge or devotion to something, usually aren't
ashion-conscious, may be introverted, and they
p ften do well in school.
Emo kids- highly emotional. Their emotions are
reflected in their appearance: dark clothing,
~treaked bangs, and tattoos and piercings.
Rockers - tend to stay away from the crowd and
in small groups with similar interests in music.
Mean girls - They always embrace the latest
ashions. They form exclusive cliques and
!frequently engage in gossip. They crave popularity,
p tten because they feel insecure; yet they have a
hard time with genuine relationships.

Two groups collide, in the
hallway Max Nuckles walks
towards Nick Gainey and Josh
-Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Stinson, while Nicole Kirlin and
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . Dakota Talbot laugh with each
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other by their lockers.

Three's a charm, Tristen
Walline, Hannah Lawrence,
and Arika Glisan have their
own crazy clique and enjoy
hanging out together.

Cli
All about sports, Alex
Jared Smith, Alec
Jake Swanson sit at the

Your clique is your high school squad, Collin
Webster, Brooke Murzyn, and Maisy Vincent
stand in the hallway after school talking about
their day.
~q,
:-..
q;
b

The outside looking i
Colton Franck, Olivia
Stinson, Caleb Franck,
eat lunch together
homework.

~Ci

0~

Cliques
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Family time, brother and sister Brittney
Lindesmith and Geoffrey Lindesmith.
Don't touch me, brother and sister Liz Keller
and William Keller.
Family feud , brothers Austin Gray and Kamron
Gray.

Twin Fun Facts
l . Identical twins do not have identical
ingerprints.
2. Massachusetts has the most twin births of
p ny state in America.
3. Mirror image identical twins have reverse
p symmetric features.
4. Identical twins do not always have the
~ame genetics.
5. Mothers of twins may live longer.
6. Tall women are more likely to have twins.
7. Women who eat a lot of dairy are more
prone to conceiving twins.
8. Irs possible that twins can have different
dads.
9. Twins interact with each other in the
womb.
l 0. Some conjoined twins can feel & taste
f.vhat the other one does.
l l . Forty percent of twins invent their own
language.
Renee Jacques
fA,ssociate Viral Content Editor, The Huffington Post

CHS Twin Fun Facts
CHS has five sets of twins and four sets are in
he
sophomore class. Trevor and Travis
Kane share their birthday with Evan and Emily
~ullivan! The twins that are not in the
~ophomore class are juniors Caleb and
!colton Franck.

Brotherly love, Zach Hines and Noah
Hines.
Friends for life, brothers David Stinson
and Josh Stinson.
Sibling rivalry, brothers Jacob Dobbels
and Josh Dobbels.
Sweet sisters, sisters Laney Fuqua and
Devin Fuqua.

Always by your side,
Kelsey Todd and Mitchell
Todd.

Baby brothers,
brother and sister
Tanner Coziahr
and Mackenzie
Coziahr.
Big sisters,
brother and sister
Austin Reed and
Megan Reed.
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WHAT IS THE TOP THING ON YOUR LIST?
Jack Wagher would love to meet his favorite artist
Bjork, because he is in love with her music style.
Max Nuckles would really love to climb a mountain.
BEFORE COLLEGE?
Caleb Franck says he'd like to see the western states,
while Max Nuckles wishes to ride in an airplane and
play basketball on a beach side court.
AFTER COLLEGE?
Carter Snook says he'd like to join the marines or find a
job as a basketball trainer.
Kelsey Todd has a list of goals which include finding
her dream job, traveling the world, meeting new
people, going sky diving and snorkeling.
WHAT ABILITIES WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEARN OR
PERFECT?
Carter Snook and Max Nuckles both would like to
improve their basketball skills.
Marissa Johnson would like to improve her French .
WHAT PlACES DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Marissa Johnson would like to explore the world,
especially Bora Bora and France.
Kelsey Todd and Caleb Franck would also like to visit
all parts of the world.
Jack Wagher dreams of seeing the California
redwood forests.

Ready, Set, Go, Kelsey Todd
wants to travel and explore the
world.

Ready to take on the world,
Marissa Johnson is excited to
start her bucket list.

Building towards the Future
Ryley Rusk, Charlie Lanier, and Zach Hines
joined the building trades class which is run
by Galva High School. When asked about
the program the men said that they have
learned how to make steps, shingle,
drywall, insulation, j-trim, and f-channel to
name a few. When asked what tools they
should always have for this class they
responded with a pencil, a tape measure,
and a square. They were also asked what
they have learned from this class, Ryley
and Zach both said it has taught them
about house structure and building. When
Zach was asked how he will use the skills he
has learned in his everyday life he replied
to work and earn money and Ryley replied
that by using these skills he will be able to
make his own house repairs and save
money by doing so. Charlie said his
favorite part of the class was the fact that
they had lots of hands on opportunities
instead of just sitting in a class room, Ryley's
favorite part of the class was picking up
new skills and Zach said mudding drywall
was a great experience. The three men
enjoyed attending this class on a daily
basis and recommend it to others that
enjoy building.

Exterior trim, Zach Hines uses the chop scrvv to
cut the trim for the porch ceiling

Measure twice, cut once, Charlie
Lanier helps to measure the siding

used on the house he is helping to
build.

Two Thumbs up, Ryley Rusk gtves
a thumbs up to the camera as he
helps put the cei ng up on the
porch

Building their future Charlie Lanier, Zach
Hines and Ryley Rus were in the Build ing
Trades class that helped build a house in
Galva this year.

& Thrills
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A rise to victory, Andrew Allen
wins against his opponent.

Competition ready, Elijah
Sexton awaits the start of the
match.

Pi
Using the butler
pin to win.

Trying to force his opponent off her base, Cole
Piggott tries to force a two on one to bring her down.
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pass, Hannah Akers looks to make an
after a rebound.

Laying the ball up on the glass,
Megan Reed goes up for two.

Playing tough D, Megan Reed puts her hands straight
up to try and stop the shot.
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Seizing the opportunity, Jack
Wagher and Hannah Lawrence
pose for a picture.

Getting down with the music,
Hannah Akers and Kelsey Todd
catch their breathe between songs
and smiles for the camera.

Caught in the moment, Olivia Newcomb, Meagan
Underwood, and Lexi Boberg take a quick picture
between songs during pep band.
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e court

the team celebrates a
Eagles. The
in the conference

Concentrating on the rim, Jordan
Christopherson goes up through
contact for a lay-up.
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Determination, is what Travis
Kane shows as he drives through
the lane of defenders towards
the hoop.

Shooting over his defender, T.J.
Staley looks to add three points
while Kyle Ford cheers him on from
the bench .
Looking to pass, David Stinson
looks for a teammate to pass the
ball to.

Releasing the ball, Tyler English
shoots a shot.

Up and over, Jared Smith looks to
add two to the score as he knocks
down a shot.

One thing you can't live without
Phone:
Brockton Reed
Mason Piggott
Riley Nelson
Austin Hanson
Brooke Murzyn
Arika Glisan
Paiton Williams
Jenna Stromquist
Savannah Sullivan
Alyssa Keeney
Lizzy Ratliff
Technology/school:
Julia Nail
Cole Piggott
Devin Fuqua
Max Nuckles
Jacob Stone
Drake McDonough
Dylan Bailey
Music/art:
Colby McCaw
Emily Sullivan
Josh Stinson
Riley Cauwels
Friends:
Alexis Michael
Clara Happel
Dog:
Ashley Wiley
Allison Meyer
Laney Fuqua
Sleep:
Ava Michael

Family:
Cameron Woodbury
Carter Snook
Nicholas Gainey
Drake Park
Dakota Matheny
Mackenzie Coziahr
Maisy Vincent
Hannah Akers
Madison Swanson
Megan Reed
Sports:
Jared Smith
Dawson Anderson
Cole Franks
Kaleb Buss
Alec Vinavich
Nicole Kirlin
Lexi Wiley
Food/Water/pop:
Tanner Coziahr
KamronGray
Austin Davidson
Marcus Stiles
Code Nimrick
Noah Hines
VVyatt Kirlin
Jamie Frank
Kaitlyn Swemline
Danielle Adams
Olivia Nuckles
Money:
Evan Sullivan
Trevor Reed

Dribbling hard up the floor,
Mitchell Todd dribbles the ball up
the court to start the offense at Low
Point.

Jump shot, Austin Hanson goes
up for two against Low-Point
Washburn. Dawson Anderson
and Kaleb Buss look to rebound.

Anderson shoots
the top of his

Action
Defensive strategy at the line, Brian Anderson, Kaleb
Buss, and Austin Reed call out who they have on defense.
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Soaring high, Jenna Stromquist
flies through the air while Mackenzie
Coziahr and Madison Swanson are
ready to catch her.

Shout it Out, Madison Swanson,
Maddie Nuckles. and Jenna
Stromquist cheer to crowd.

Loud
Loud and proud,
backspots Jenna
Reed bases her for a

X-Out, Jamie Franck and Avery
Burgeson get ready to catch Sierra
Brown after she flies through the air.

What's that spell? SPARTANS, Avery
Burgeson, Jenna Stromquist, and
Jamie Franck shout out spartan spirit.
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Jump shot, Austin Hanson goes
up for 1wo against Low-Point
Washburn. Dawson Anderson
and Kaleb Buss look to rebound.

Action
Defensive strategy at the line, Brian Anderson, Kaleb
Buss, and Austin Reed call out who they have on defense.
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Soaring high, Jenna Stromquist
flies through the air while Mackenzie
Coziahr and Madison Swanson are
ready to catch her.

Shout it Out, Madison Swanson,
Maddie Nuckles. and Jenna
Stromquist cheer to crowd.

Loud
Loud and proud, 01
backspots Jenna
Reed bases her for a

X-Out, Jamie Franck and Avery
Burgeson get ready to catch Sierra
Brown after she flies through the air.

What's that spell? SPARTANS, Avery
Burgeson, Jenna Stromquist, and
Jamie Franck shout out spartan spirit.
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Burgeson is all smiles before
II game as a cheerleader.
ie Franck puts on her final bow
during the last basketball
. Jamie and her parents
together.

Senior memories, Jack Wagher
and his mother smile for the
camera as they reflect back on
Jack's musical career.
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Lasting memories, Jordan
Christopherson and his parents have their
hands full of senior night memorabilia.
Final game, T.J. Staley and his mom
enjoy the senior night festivities before
the game.

Leading the Way
01'\e

ster rAt (A,~

Newly appointed JKB members,
Hannah Akers. Laney Baylor.
Mackenzie Coziahr, Mason Piggott.
Dawson Anderson. and Travis Kane
take time out of their busy day to
pose for a quick picture.

Group effort, Colton Franck, Caleb Franck. Brockton Reed, Tristan Akers. Alec Vinavich,

Grand opening, Adrianna Nussear,
Marissa Johnson, Brockton Reed,
Madalyn Nuckles. Paiton Williams.
Taylor Lodge. Savanna Sullivan, Brian
Anderson. Madison Swanson, Adam
Fortino, Hannah Akers. Meridith
Logston, Renee Fortino, Sierra Brown.
and Dawson Anderson outside
Braveheart.

WEE DAY, Madison Swanson, Taylor Lodge,

Jared Smith. Jacob Stone, Savanna Sullivan. Cameron Woodbury, Adam Fortino. Sierra
Brown. Jamie Franck, Alison Meyer. Megan Reed. Hunter Nelson. Hannah Akers. Travis
Kane, Paiton Williams, Jenna Stromquist. Madison Swanson, Renee Fortino. Lexi Boberg,
Meridith Logston. Arika Glisan. Taylor Lodge, Maddie Nuckles. Jarrett Lund. and Victor
Snook meet for a picture after their homeless night, which raised over two thousand
dollars for homeless shelters.

Paiton Williams. Arika Glisan. Hannah Akers,
Meridith Logston, Jamie Franck. Jenna
Stromquist. Renee Fortino; Savanna Sullivan,
Kaitlyn Swemline, Madalyn Nuckles, Sierra
Brown; Mrs. Wood, Cameron Woodbury,
Brockton Reed, Jacob Stone, Allison Meyer.
Hunter Nelson. Mrs. Miller Lexi Boberg. Tristan
Akers. Jared Smith. Kyle Ford. Alec Vinavich.
Caleb Franck, and Adam Fortino.

During their scavenger hunt event,
Travis Kane tosses a ball to a young
boy with Dawson Anderson and Kris
Lookingbill.

JiJJtn
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What's your favorite class?
Math:
Ag:
Sami Casteel
Carter Snook
Jamie Franck
Zoe Michael
Jake Swanson
Danielle Adams
Kyle Ford
CalebSipp
Drake McDonough
Spanish:
Nicholas Gainey
Austin Davidson
Arika Glisan
Hannah Akers
Cole Franks
Madison Swanson
Noah Hines
Brian Anderson
Kaleb Buss
Tech Art:
Meagan Underwood Sean Goepper
English:
PE:
Tristen Walline
Jordan Chezum
Josh Stinson
Adam Fortino
Olivia Nuckles
Elijah Sexton
Kacey Braendle
Colton Franck
Woods:
Foods:
Jacob Dobbels
Tyler English
Wade Schnowske
Austin Gray
Alex Owens
Band:
Computer/Online: Renee Fortino
Peyton Grant-Witt
Kelsey Todd
Logan Brink
David Stinson
T.J. Staley
Art:
Dakota Talbot
Elisa Raley
Caleb Franck
Speech:
Chemistry:
Alexis Michael
Alyssa Keeney
Choir:
Dakota Root
Hannah Lawrence
Alec Vinavich
Government:
Brockton Reed

Sliding safely, Mason Piggott hurries
to answer Tristan Akers trivia question,
while Jordan Christopherson and
Jamie Franck wait to see if he is
correct.

Flashback to the 80's, Olivia Nuckles,
Savannah Sullivan, and Peyton
Williams dress up for homecoming.
Time travel, Austin Reed, Kaitlyn
Swemline, Taylor Lodge, Adam
Fortino, and William Keller dress in the
theme of the day the student
council chose.

Keeping the beat, Colton Maness,
Nicholas Gainey, and Carter Snook
play some music to get the student
body on there feet during the pep
assembly held by student council.

Directing the blind, Megan
Reed gives directions to Brittney
Lindesmith on where to put the
nose on the reindeer during class
competition at the assembly.

lowship & F

Food 8c Friends, Olivia Nuckles,
Madison Swanson, and Danielle
Adams join FCCLA together and
enjoy a quick snack before the
meeting starts.

Stoking the fire, Brockton Reed,
Sierra Brown, and Dawson Anderson
cook hot dogs around the fire for
the annual FCCLA wiener roast.
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to the NHS ceremony, while
light the candles.
nck, Wade Schnowske, Clifford
Alec Vinavich, Kris Lookingbill,
L toR: Colton Franck, David
ry, Brockton Reed, Jacob
Root: Front Row L to R:

Let's eat, Colton Franck, Caleb
Franck, and Tristan Akers enjoy
some cake after the NHS induction.
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Fruit Salad, Hunter Nelson and her
mom enjoy some fruit after the
NHS ceremony.

Being themselves, Olivia Newcomb Focusing, Josh Stinson, Renee Fortino, and
David Stinson wait for the next question.
and Alyssa Keeney goof off during
practice.

Standing together, Lauren Clong
and Shelby Clong smile for the
camera.

Multitasking, Tristan Akers asks the
questions while timing.

During Bonus questions, Nick Gainey,Lexi
Boberg, and Arika Glisan confer with each

Shaking hands, Josh Stinson
accepts his award for his
Humorous Interpretation.

Laughing, Hunter Nelson looks at Olivia Newcomb
as she cannot think of the simple answer to the
question.

Watch me whip, Lexi Boberg
Working hard, Hannah Lawrence is
participates in the yearbook exercise hard at work to finish the yearbook
by the deadline.
during a yearbook premiere.
Early morning meeting, Renee
Fortino and Alyssa Keeney attend an
early morning yearbook work day.

Making money, Marissa Johnson
and Adrianna Nussear work the
concession stand to make money
for yearbook.

In the works, Dawson Anderson, Renee Fortino, Laney
Baylor and Emily Sullivan look at the history of Walsworth
and how far technology has come during their trip to the
plant in Missouri.
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Field trip day, Dawson Anderson displays last years high
school yearbook while touring the Walsworth plant in
Brookfield Missouri. Also on the trip were Renee Fortino,
Emily Sullivan, Laney Baylor, Kelsey Todd, and Jim Straub.

Aspir
Aspiring artists, Brittney
Burgeson, Hunter Nelson,
Wagher, Emily Sullivan,
Meyer attended the LTC
Zebra-tastic, Hunter
her zebra pencil drawing

Elephants and facials, Sierra Brown
and Avery Burgeson stand with their
pencil drawings at Monmouth College.

Dancer, Allison Meyer shows off
her mixed media design of a
dancing ballerina.
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had collected the most
so he agreed to kiss a pig.
, Megan Reed awaits to get
Riley Rusk calmly gets his

Working hard, Mr. Taber and Alex
Owens s1gn donors n at the FFA
blood drr..e
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At the net, Riley Nelson tries to block
Kyle Fords hit while Mitchell Todd
and Cameron Woodbury watch.

Would you rather....

Battle of strength, Josh Dabbles,
Alix Olson, Ashley Wiley, Morgon
McCaw, Laney Fuqua, Carter Snook,
and Dylan Bailey pull for the win.

Never be able to speak again or always have to
say whafs on your mind? 12/15 seniors said they
would always say whars on their mind.
Be able to see the past or change the future?
10/ 15 seniors would rather change the future.
Explore space or the ocean? 10/15 seniors said the

ocean.
Poor but loved your job or rich and hate your
job? 8/15 juniors would rather be poor and love
their job.
Mermaid or a dragon? 12/15 juniors said dragon.
Find true love or$ 70,000? 10/15 juniors said true
love.
Apartment anywhere In the world or a mansion
where you live now? 2/4 sophomores chose the
apartment.
Uve In the city or the country? 4/4 sophomores
said they would chose the country.
One wish today or three In 70 years? 3/4
sophomores said three wishes in 10 years.
Get $7 00 or give $ 7000 to a charity? 13/18
freshmen would give $1 000 to a charity.
Trust everyone or trust no one? 9/18 freshmen
said trust everyone.
Just friends with someone you love or marry
someone rich who does not love you? 13/18
freshmen said just friends with someone you love.
Be loved and not be loved back or be loved and
never love? 13/20 boys said never loved.
Have your crush date your best friend or your
worse enemy? 17/24 boys said best friend.
Ue to your best friend or tell your parents the
truth? 15/24 boys would tell the truth to their
parents.
Forgotten or hatefully remembered? 17/2 7 girls
said forgotten.
Born with an elephant trunk or a giraffe neck?
17/27 girls said a giraffe neck.
Island alone or with someone you hate? 19/27
girls said with someone they hate.

Minute to win it, Brockton Reed
stacks bolts with a spaghetti
noodle.

Race to the finish, Josh Dobbels
tries to keep his balance as Dylan
Bailey jumps to the lead.

Celebrating a victory, Josh
Dobbels, Gage Miller, and Jacob
Dobbels cheer as they shoot their
corn.

Tee Tech World
Snapchat or lnstagram, Mason
Piggott checks to see if he has
any new pictures or stories.
Research or fun, Tristan Akers
checks his clash of clans game in
choir while Jordan Christopherson
looks on.

After taking a phone poll
of seventy-two students in
our high school, only two
students did not have a
phone, forty students own
some type of !Phone,
nineteen students have
an android. The rest of the
students have some other
type of phone.

T

Verizon was the
number one
carrier of
students

ver1•

on

DD
The favorite apps were
Snap chat with twentytwo votes, lnstagram with
ten votes, and Facebook
with eight votes.

Table talk? Who needs table talk
What's new? Trevor Kane looks at
when you have cell phones during his facebook page on his phone
lunch. Danielle Adams, Madison
to see what new things have
Swanson, and Devin Fuqua check happened.
to see whats new on their phones.
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Livin
Dawson Anderson: My life in Pictures 8c Words
has it been like to be a part of the yearbook for
If of his life? It has really been benefited me so tar in all
my experiences. I've learned how to become a better
•nr~,-,t•....,,..,,.,..,'"'"'"'', design and create yearbooks, meet
and work on writing and inteNiewing skills.
did you first get involved in yearbook? My mom
ld be working at home on the book and ask tor my input
I attended a training in Galesburg with the high school
when I was in 7th grade and have been helping ever
has been your favorite part of being involved with
rbook? Getting to work with a great staff and yearbook
. Jim Straub. Field trips to the plant are also a tun part of
you see yourself doing anything in the future with
• nlt1nt·nnraphy or writing? I enjoy participating and watching
so maybe sports journalism would be in the future tor
you think that yearbook will be in any of your other
mily members future? My sister Lauren works on the JH
• m.orn,,-,r" book now and loves taking pictures tor the books.
my younger brother Owen likes to take pictures.

Living the Life, Dawson
some of the history of

Pictures and words, Dawson
Anderson places some photos into
the yearbook using online design
and then begins to captions them.

Team work, Dawson Anderson,
Mrs. Anderson, Renee Fortino,
Alicen Wright, Jim Straub, Emily
Sullivan, Laney Baylor, and
Kelsey Todd take a minute from
their tour tor a quick picture.
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The Gift of Life

Bonding, Meagan Underwood
and Camdin enjoy a fun day at
the park together.

Qj,fe.~s~s
T

nMom

At the start of her sophomore year Meagan Underwood was looking
forward to playing in the band, softball, driving, and hanging with friends.
However, a little bit into the second semester she found out that things
wouldn't go as planned.
Sophomore year started out normal. She was practicing for marching
band, hanging with friends, and taking driver's education. When second
semester rolled around Meagan found out she was going to be a mother,
15 and pregnant.
While other students were figuring out what classes to take next year,
she was trying to figure out how to tell her parents that she was pregnant
and what she should do. Meagan had to grow up in a hurry and decided
her future and the future of her baby.
While trying to make the choice of what to do news began to spread
around school fast that she was pregnant. News got about her being
pregnant got back to her parents before she could tell them. When her
family found out some of them wouldn't even talk to her, some still don't
talk to her to this day. When news of her pregnancy spread her friends
where shocked and she even began to lose some of them.
Meagan began her Junior year eight months pregnant but ready for
the challenges ahead of her. In mid September Meagan gave birth to a
little boy, Camdin. From the moment she saw him she knew her life would
revolve around this little boy forever.
Nervous to return to school and not wanting to leave Cam at home,
Meagan returned and found that students where curious to know about
Cam and what it was like to be a teen mom. She explained to students
that it is not easy and that she is often exhausted and that it is hard
keeping up with her classes.
Meagan's senior year she was back on track and making future plans.
Meagan works two jobs, attends CNA classes, and is a full time student
and mom. She says that it has not been easy but has definitely been
worth it. Meagan is happy with her life and how it turned out. Camdin has
changed her life for the best.
Students and staff have donated not only blood but some have even
donated organs. Our very own math teacher, Mr. Stone, donated a kidney
to his dad and our principal, Mr. Reagan, donated a kidney to his sister.
During the annual FFA and NHS blood drives this year there was over 50
units of blood collected.

Blood donation, Caleb Sipp
donates another unit of blood
during the FFA blood drive.
Save a life, Mr. Stone and Mr.
Reagan were glad they were
able to help by donating an
organ to a family member.

Schools out, Tara Williams is
ready to get in her car and head
out.

Street ready, Tanner Coziahr looks
over the rules of the road book
before he takes to the streets to
drive.

Click it

b

Eyes on the road, Carter Snook,
Brian Anderson and Coleton
Maness test their signs.

Truck vs Car, Trevo r Kane chose
truck all the way!
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What emojis do you
use the most?

Did you go see star wars?

How often do you watch NeHiix?

Freshmen
Sophomores
Junior
Semor

Rarely

9/18 boys have seen the new Star Wars.
6/18 boys haven't but want to see it.
3/18 boys haven't seen it.
4!15 girls have seen the new Star wars.
1/15 girl hasn't but wants to see it.
10/15 girls haven't seen it.
1/3 fr. has seen the new Star Wars.
2/3 fr. haven't seen it.
4/9 so. have seen the new Star Wars.
2/9 so. haven't but want to see it.
3/9 so. haven't seen it.
6/12 jr. have seen the new Star Wars.
2/12 jr. haven't but want to see it.
4/12 jr. haven't seen it.
2/9 sr. have seen the new Star Wars.
2/9 sr. haven't but want to see it.
5/9 sr. haven't seen it.

'•

-
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Texting made fun, Meagan Underwood, Marissa
Johnson, Dalton Edmund, and Brittany Underwood
pose as emojis.

2

Once a week

Everyday

.

Emoji=3 people

Once a month

1

'

May the force be with
you, Mr. Stone shows off
his love of Star Wars with his
coffee mug.

Deer fever, Ashley Wiley catches
deer fever with her l 0 point buck.

Down for the long run, Gage Miller
poses for a picture with his b ig kill.

Ducks in a row, Laney Fuqua holds
her 3 prize possession's.

Ready, Set, Aim
~s many Cambridge kids gear up to head
put and hunt for a big one, we asked them
few questions on what they use to hunt with
pnd what they do to prepare for the hunt.
Hunters must obtain a hunting license and
~pecies- specific permit no matter the
~eason or weather or not they are a resident
of Illinois.
Hunting in Illinois offers a diverse range of
landscapes and species for hunters, from
bow hunting to muzzle loaders and dove to
deer.
An average hunter spends $2.484 every year
on this sport. The best time to hunt is during
jdusk and dawn when the deer are more
pctive. Many kids like to go hunting when its
10 little colder but not below freezing. Deer
prefer humidity between 40 and 50.
Coyote, Stripped Skunk and Woodchuck can
be hunted all year. Many kids prefer deer
and coon season over anything else.
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In for the win, Code Nimrick brings
in the win with a turkey that weighed
251bs and the beard was 9.5 inches
long.
Trophy photo, Riley Nelson stops for
a photo before he gets ready to
field dress his deer.
Game over, Alix Olson finishes the
night out strong with his big hunt.

Holding their position, Marissa
Johnson holds her position during the
routine.

rough life
ste.rs

air for her solo as she
Stuck in the moment, back row L toR:
Kaitlynn Swemline. Annie Althus, Madison
Swanson. Jenna Stromquist; Front Row L toR:
Olivia Nuckles, Allison Meyer. Makenna
Medley, Kelsey Todd and Ashley Reinstadtler
hit the move.
HiHing the right steps, Allison Meyer hits
the jump at the right moment.
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Saying cheese, Hunter Nelson
and Travis Kane take a selfie
together.

r1

FIRST DATES

Many of the students at Cambridge are involved in relationships. Whether they
are with students here or from other schools, high school relationships are not
uncommon.

WHAT WAS YOUR FIRST DATE?
"Travis and I started dating the night of the homecoming bonfire on September
2oth of 2012." Hunter Nelson, a junior, says. "The following Saturday we went on
ur first date." Hunter and Travis Kane have been dating for over three years,
KJithough some relationships are fairly new. Max Nuckles and his girlfriend, Mallery
Pearson from Stark County, have been dating for just over a year. "We watched a
movie together and played board games." Max Nuckles says about his first date.
"It was very fun and I enjoyed it very much." David Stinson and Renee Fortino's first
date was a simple Summer walk around town. "I thought it went great." He said .
Mackenzie Coziahr and Cameron Woodbury went to Buffalo Wild Wings on their
irst date. "It was after his game, we had gotten our very first picture together, and
he turned to me and asked if I would like to go out with him that night to eat. It was
o fun and he was so sweet! I believe I was in my Jr High cheerleading uniform
because we lett from an away school and I did not have anything else to change
into since it was a surprise!" Mackenzie Coziahr and Cameron Woodbury have also
been together over three years.

WHAT WAS THE MOST MEMORABLE MOMENT?
Mackenzie Coziahr says "I don't really have a most memorable moment just
because irs so hard to remember that long ago, I do remember loving the fact
hat we laughed a lot together and had fun. He was very nice the whole time and
e were always laughing, which we both enjoy to do so much."
For Max Nuckles, "It was definitely playing the board game, even though he did
not win it was still fun."
Marissa Johnson's moment was "sitting in the movie theater and his parents
hrowing popcorn at us. It was funny and they got in trouble for throwing if.

BAD DATE EXPERIENCES
me experiences are better than others. "My first date was my worst experience.
as really awkward." Marissa Johnson, a senior, says about her first date. "I
expected it to go a different way." Kelsey Todd, another senior, also had an
awkward first date experience. 'We went to the movies and then out to eat at
Stake 'n Shake. It was supposed to be a group date but the others flaked out so it
ended up just being the two of us. It was super awkward, and it seemed like we
nly said about 10 words to each other the whole night'!

DREAM DATE?

GeHing together, Mackenzie
Coziahr and Cameron
Woodbury smile for the picture.
Ready for homecoming,
Renee Fortino puts a
boutonniere on David Stinson.

Kelsey Todd says her dream is a nice surprise date. "I would absolutely love it if a
guy told me a time to be dressed and ready then picked me up to go to town
nd have a very nice and elegant d inner. We would finish eating and then back
home to have dessert already made and relax with some down time back at
home. I think that would be the ultimate dream date because it is very classy and
ou can not go wrong with dinner and dessert."
"Going out for a picnic in a park on a beautiful spring day" is Marissa Johnson's
ream date.
ravis and Hunter share their dream date. 'We would love to have a picnic on the
beach and watch the sunset because we have never been to the beach
~ogether."

m

ull bloom
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All smiles, Tristan Akers and
Kerigan Lewis smile for the
camera before the show starts.

Naughty children, Renee Fortino,
Josh Stinson, Hannah Akers, Jon
Harrell. and Kaylin Grant sing the
ompa lompa song.

We've got a golden ticket, back row L toR: Josh Stinson, Hannah
Lawerence, Sierra Brown, Andrew Allen, Jordan Christopherson, Tristan Akers, Kyle
Ford, Mitchell Todd, Jamie Franck, Olivia Nuckles; Second row L toR: Olivia Akers,
Bay1ee Palmer, Nicholas Gainey, David Stinson, Renee Fortino, Kay1in Grant, Heidi
Leander, Hannah Akers, Mrs. Akers, Alyssa Keeney, Ramsey Spanton, Shelby
Clong, Brendan Allen, third row L to R: Ellie Doubet, Ella Jeffries, Sydney VanHytte,
Kennedy Sovey; front row L to R: Sara Hansen, Jon Harrell, and Kerigan Lewis.

Tasting the treats, Josh Stinson,
Hannah Akers sample some treats
while Renee Fortino, David Stinson,
and Kyle Ford look on.

Eat more, Hannah Lawrence and
Josh Stinson talk about eating with
Kaylin Grant.
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Pushing through, Caleb Sipp works
hard to keep his team ahead.
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Running his heart out, Evan
Sullivan races to cross the finish
line.

First Row L to R: Adam Fortino, Josh Stinson, Caleb Sipp, Joe
Chiolero, David Stinson, Code Nimrick; Second Row L toR: Jordan
Francis, Jacob Stone, Austin Reed, Bryce Ashby, Brockton Reed,
Cameron Woodbury, Jacob Fortino, Third row L toR: Carson
Anderson, Jacob White, Trent Johnson, Max Nuckles, Evan Sullivan
Andrew Hand, and Jack Baumann.

Up and over, Allison Meyer

hustles to the finish after her last
hurdle.

Keeping the lead, Hunter Nelson
pushes herself to stay in front of her
competitor.

Relying
Relying on each

Stromquist, Hunter
are all smiles after

First Row L to R: Brittany Underwood, Madison Swanson. Liz Ratliff,
Mackenzie Coziahr. Janna Stromquist. Renee Fortino; Second Row
L to R: Danielle Adams. Daisy Johnson. Gracie Spicher. Chloe
Hendrickson, Amanda Wilson, Madelyn Nuckles. Julia Nail; Third
Row L to R: Olivia Nuckles. Megan Reed. Alyssa Kenney, Elizabeth
Richey, Allison Meyer, and Hunter Nelson.
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Taking a swing, Hannah Akers stands
in the batters box waiting for her pitch.

Watching the action, Laney
Bayior is ready to make the play
in the field.

braids Ashley Wiley's
their game to start.

ether
~
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Coming together, the Spartans bring it together
for the break. The girls all supported each other
and their combined efforts helped them achieve
the goals they set.

Checking the Runners, Brian
Anderson gets ready to pitch to
the next batter.

Safe at Home, Drake McDonough
slides into home against Knoxville
during a home game.

Applyi
pi
Applying the Tag,
out at second base.
Getting down and
throws the runner out at

Standing in the batters box, Travis Kane gets a big hit
for his team.

Making the catch at fi
to get the ball and the
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Special Night
Pomenade was held this year at
Cambridge High School at 4:30p.m. on
April 23, 2016. During the ceremony
Tristan Akers and Jamie Franck were
crowned Prom King and Queen of the
dance.

The final dance, Seniors Tristan Akers
and Marissa Johnson pose for a
picture on their way to the dance.
Beautiful ladies, Brittney Lindesmith
and Hannah Lawrence are ready to
start the evenings events.

The Junior - Senior prom was held at
Oakwood Country Club in Coal Valley
from 6:00 - l 0:30 p.m. It was a beautiful
spring day with a high of 75 degrees.
The theme for the evening was
Masquerade. The sophomores seNers
for the night were Hannah Akers, Alyssa
Keeney, Renee Fortino, Lexi Boberg,
Ashley Reinstadtler. and Laney Baylor.
Souvenirs for the evening were a mask,
a deck of cards, mints. and a cookie.
For dinner they had a choice between
Chicken Alfredo or Roast beef. Following
the dinner. came a night full of
dancing. Music was provided by Chris
Wexell.
After prom was held at Michaels Fun
World in Davenport, Iowa. The kids had
access to go-carts, laser tag, bouncy
houses, jungle gym, ball pit, mini golf,
batting cages, jousting, inflatable
obstacle course, and trampoline
basketball. At the end of the night
names where drawn for door prizes.

Standing anxiously, the junior class poses for
pictures at promenade before they head off to
the dance.
Friends for life, Adrianna Nussear
and Sophia Sandoval enjoy their
senior prom together.

Caught by the camera, Jack
Wagher and Liz Keller pose for a
quick picture as they are ready to
leave the promenade.

Pro
Special night, Wade Schnowske and
date wait for everyone to arrive for his
mom to take some pictures.
King and Queen, Tristan Akers, and
Jamie Franck region over prom as the
king and queen.

The three amigos, Sean Geopper,
Jordan Chezum, and Jacob
Dobbels are ready to start the prom
festivities.

Patiently waiting, the senior class pose for
quick picture why they wait to hear who will
region over Prom as King and Queen.
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Taking a break from the dance
floor, Olivia Newcomb and Caleb
Franck smile for the camera.
Can I have this dance? Caleb
Sipp and Kim Moriari1y slow dance
at prom.

Serving it up, Sophomores Hannah Akers, Lexi
Boberg, Ashley Reinstadtler, Laney Baylor, Alyssa
Keeney, Renee Fortino help at prom.

Seizing the opportunity, Meridith
Logston, Brittney Lindesmith, and
Victoria Ramont get ready to break
it down on the dance floor.
Capturing the moment, Hannah
Akers and Meagan Underwood
gather together for a picture before
the night starts.

Slowing it down, Marissa Johnson
and Tristen Walline take a break
from dancing for a picture.

Getting their groove on, Meridith
Logston, Hunter Nelson and Avery
Burgeson get ready to do the chacha slide.

Masque
~~~
GeHing down with the music,
Nussear, Sophia Sandoval, T
Hanna Thompson get down on
Special Night, Jake Swanson
seize prom together.

Taking in the moment, Wade
Schnowske and his date take a
picture together to capture the
moment.
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Sing it out, First Row L toR: Marissa Johnson, Avery

Burgeson. Renee Fortino, Julia Nail, Josh Stinson; Second
Row L to R: Elijah Sexton. Nicholas Gainey, Andrew Allen.
David stinson, Hannah Lawrence; Third Row L toR:
Jordon Christopherson, Jack Wagher, Tristan Akers, Edwin
Stevenson, and Kyle Ford.

A tear jerking solo, Kyle Ford sings
"Home" by Michael Buble during his
final jazz night performance.

Play that jazz, Edwin Stevenson,
David Stinson, Tristan Akers, Julia
Nail, and Austin Hanson play some
jazz the crowd can move to.

15 reasons why we choose music
1. "To make new friends."-Tristen Walline
2. "I like the activities."-Eddie Stevenson
3. "Music calms me down."- Shelby Clong
4. "Music is always changing so there's always new things
o learn."- Hannah Lawrence

5. "Able to express myself."- Kamron Gray
6. "There's a sense of accomplishment that comes from
playing a piece really well."- David Stinson

7. "Good stress reliever." -Renee Fortino
8. "I love singing. "- Marissa Johnson
9. "Its like a second family."- Josh Stinson
10. "I like learning new types of music."- Jordan
Christopherson

11. "It makes me feel better about myself."- Lauren
Clong
12. "I love to improvise until I come up with new
melodies."- Hannah Akers

13. "I enjoy performing."- Alyssa Kenney
14. "Singing makes me feel like I'm needed for
omething."- Abbigale Mathis
15. "Music is always evolving and I love the decades.
80's is the best!"- Avery Burgeson
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Most soulful, Jordan
Christopherson sings with soul for
his solo during jazz night.
It's all about that jazz, Tristan
Akers, Renee Fortino, Mitchell
Todd, Carter Snook, Riley
Cauwels, and Hannah Akers
stand for a bow after playing
some sweet jazz.

Focusing on the Scene, Hunter
Nelson shows off her scenic
painting she did using acrylic
paint and a pallet knife.

Winning artwork, Jack Wagher
posses with the stencil printing of
Janis Joplin he did in his Art 4 class.

Art in

SWeet Melody, the high
few songs during Mus-Art.

Art in Motion, Allison Meyer
project.
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Gene Hernandez Community
Service Award, Meridith Logston
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United States Marine Corps
Semper Fi Award, Kyle Ford

Raymond Johnson Memorial
Award for Math, Tristan Akers

FFA State Degree, Megan Reed and Jamie
Franck

Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Art, Brittany
Lindesmith

Illinois National Guard Grant for Montgomery
Gl Bill, Jordan Christopherson and Charlie Lanier

Outstanding Industrial Arts
Student Award, Jake Swanson

IHSA Scholastic Recognition, Jamie Franck,
Allison Meyer, Megan Reed, Tristan Akers

Best Comedian ...
Jacob Lang and Kelsey Todd

Wildest Hair ...
T.J. Staley and Zoe Michael

Biggest Flirt...
Caleb Sipp and Sami Casteel

Best Dressed ...
Kyle Ford and Jamie Franck

Most Changed ...
James Dobbels and Meagan
Underwood

Best Actor/Actress ...
Jordan Christopherson and Brittney
Lindesmith

Most Spirit...
Jack Wagher and Avery Burgeson

Survi
Most likely to
Marissa Johnson,
Chezum, Wyatt

Most likely to win and Academy
Award... Edwin Stevenson and
Adrianna Nussear

Most likely to become Famous ...
Jake Swanson and Megan Reed
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ow
Underwood, Caleb Sipp,
and T.J. Staley are ready for their

Post graduation smiles, Jake
Swanson and Morgon McCaw smile
after the graduation ceremony.
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Say cheese, Charlie Lanier and
Brittney Lindesmith are caught
unexpectedly by the camera.

Ready to walk, Caleb Sipp, Meagan Applauding their efforts, Liz Keller, Ryley
Underwood, and James Dobbels are Rusk, Meridith Logston, and Charlie Lanier
ready to walk towards their diploma. applaud the efforts of their classmates.

Memories to last a lifetime, Ryley
Rusk and Kelsey Todd will not only
take away their diploma's but
memoeries that will last forever.

Let the ceremony begin, Kyle Ford,
Jordan Christopherson, and Jacob
Lang are ready to start the show.

Head of the class, Jamie Franck, Tristan
Akers, and Allison Meyer stand to receive
their diplomas as the head of their class.

A kiss goodbye, Sami Casteel
and Marissa Johnson blow a kiss
goodbye as they stand in the
receiving line after graduation.

New beginnings, Kyle Ford, Megan
Reed, and Avery Burgeson say
goodbye to high school and hello
to college.

~
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alent shines on stage with Tristan Akers. We have many
alented people on our stage, and of course Tristan is one.
ristan has had many laughs in his seven years on stage. He
as been a part of 12 productions while at CHS.
he productions Tristan has been involved in were
ye Bye Birdie- Extra
The Sound of Music- Uncle Max
p the Down staircase- Lou Annie- Bert Heals & FOR
Tom Sawyer- Tom Sawyer
Alice in Wonderland- Mad Hatter
es Miserobles- Jean Valjean Cinderella- The King
heoper by the Dozen- One of the kids
nd Then There Were None- Judge Wargrave
ust Another High School Musical- Assorted characters
orents Just Do not Understand- Assorted characters
Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory- Willy Wonka
Tristan's favorite memory from being on stage was being a
murderer. His favorite part about being on stage is, "Being
funny and getting laughs." Tristan says the hardest part about
being in plays is memorizing his lines on time. The most
hallenging part about bringing the script to life is, "The hand
motions, facial expressions, and stage movements." The
unniest moment Tristan said he had on stage was, "When 1
messed up my last line in, And Then There Were None, tor the
ake of a joke."
Theater is not all fun and games, it takes a lot of work too.
ristan gets ready for a role by reading his script completely.
He prepares for auditions by practicing his lines with his
parents. Tristan says the hardest thing about makeup is,
"Putting on eye liner."
Tristan has made many memories on stage, he started
cting at age 11 . He says his favorite character to be was, "
eon Valjean because I like the musical." Tristan says his
avorite show was, "Les Miserables because it has a base in
historical fact." Tristan did have an on stage kiss but he said it
as not weird because it was with his at the time girlfriend.
ristan also likes to play cards backstage with other cast
mates. Tristan said he was going to miss hanging out with
riends at rehearsal.
Of course Tristan has a life outside of theater, Tristan says
Boys will be boys, Tom
hen he is not doing theater, "I watch Netflix, read books,
Sawyer played by Tristan
nd hang." Tristan said he has not done any theater outside of Akers always wants to have
chool. but he might be interested, it depends on the
fun and never work.
production. When asked if he was planning on doing theater
tter high school he said, "Have not decided." Tristan said he
ould like to do Phantom of the Opera because the music is
reat. Tristan thinks he is the funniest out of all the cast
members. He said if someone were going to play him in a
movie it would be, "James Spader because he is very good a
playing comedic characters."
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from sfTess to uncontrollable laughter, theafe!
make
he scnpts come to life for people in this small town. One
of our many talented cast members is Eddie Stevenson.
Eddie has had great memories with friends in his four years
pf theater. He started acting at the age of 15. Eddie has
been a part of six productions while at CHS.
he productions Eddie has been in were,
And Then There Were None- Thomas Rogers
~he Sound of Music- Rolf
Tom Sawyer- Ben Rogers
es Miserobles-The Priest
Cinderella- The Herald
~ice in Wonderland- The King
Eddie's favorite character to play was Thomas Rogers
because he liked the character and his favorite show was,
"And Then There Were None, because of the small cast
land the good personalities the performers had." He said
hat if he could do any show he would like to do Phantom
lot the Opera because it is really entertaining.
Eddie said his favorite memory from being on stage was,
"When I dyed my hair blond but the first time it turned red ."
He also said one of the funniest moments was, "When
another actor fell on the stairs."
Eddie stated that being in plays is hard work. There is a lot
hat goes on backstage before you even get on stage.
Makeup has always been a problem for him. He says that
he hardest thing about makeup is, "When people try to
put objects near my eyes." It can also be extremely hard
o bring a script to life, Eddie says, "The hardest part is to
show emotions on your face that are not your own."
~here is a lot of pressure to make sure things go well on
~tage. You have to make sure your stage directions and
ines are memorized. Before Eddie goes out on stage he
~oes over his lines and motions and gets into character by
hiding his real emotions. The way people act on stage
!compared to real life are completely different. Eddie thinks
!that the funniest person from cast in real life is Tristan Akers.
Many people use acting as a hobby, others use it as a job.
~en Eddie was asked if he planned on being in theater
latter high school he said, "I do not plan on doing any
more, but who knows, maybe something will come up."

Sing for me, Tristan Akers as
Uncle Max in The Sound of
Music played a singing
game with the children.

Dancing into your heart, Eddie
Stevenson as Rolf danced and
sang about his love for Liesl.

The prince is giving a ball, as
the royal Herold Eddie Stevenson
gave the news about the prince
Tnrr\\AIIn,,.., a ball.

he stage at Cambridge High School would not be the same without
Kyle Ford. Kyle has made great memories and friends over his last 7
ears on stage. Kyle has been in 9 productions while at Cambridge High
chool. These productions include:
WizardofOz
Tom Sawyer- Huck Finn
ye Bye Birdie
Les Miserables- Javert
heaper by the Dozen
Up the Down staircase
The Sound of Music- Captain Von Trapp
Cinderella- The Prince
nd Then There Were None- Captain Lombard
Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory- Grandpa Joe
Kyle's favorite show was "And Then There Were None." His favorite
haracter was Captain Lombard because, "I liked acting cocky and no
aring about anything." Kyle says his favorite memory from being on
tage is "Hearing the audience cheer at the end." Kyle says his funniest
moment on stage was, "Almost slipping and falling on stage during the
performance of Les Miserables" Kyle's favorite part about being on
tage is acting out a character.
It is tough to be on stage, you have a lot of pressure put on you to do
ell. Kyle says memorizing the lines is the hardest part about being in
plays. Kyle says he practices to make sure he has his lines down. Kyle
ays the hardest part about bringing the script to life is, "having to be
omeone you are not." Kyle says he gets ready for an audition by going
ver lines numerous times. He even looks over lines before going out on
o stage. And of course the makeup, every guys worst nightmare, Kyle
ays the hardest part about makeup is, "All of it."
It is fun to be a part of theater, there are a lot of memories made on
tage and backstage. Kyle says he is going to miss,"The friends and fun
imes we had at practices." He loves making jokes backstage with
riends, he also thinks he is the funniest out of all the cast. Kyle also
makes memories on stage, with every character he has been, he has
ven had two on stage kisses. Kyle started acting at age l 0 but says he
oes not plan to go on after high school. Kyle said he would like to do
"The Phantom of the Opera."
Pure imagination,
Tristan Akers, Hannah
Akers, and Mrs.Akers
preform on Willy
and the Chocolate
Factory.
Blast from the past,
Tristan Akers and
Ford as young kids
were in cheaper by
the dozen.
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Memories last a lifetime, James Dobbels, Dres~ed up, Jamie Franck, Allison
Jamie Franck, Allison Meyer, Tristan Akers,
Meyer, and Avery Burgeson at
Eddie Stevenson, Sami Casteel, Megan
their sophomore FCCLA banquet.
Reed and Adrianna Nussear were prom
workers their sophomore year.

What are you looking
forward to this summer?
World travelers, David
Stinson is looking forward to
traveling more, while Travis
Kane and Hunter Nelson are
ready for vacation. The three
of them are also looking
forward to sleeping in!
Summertime fun, Brockton
Reed, Alex Vlnavich, and
Dakota Root are ready for
some summer sports and
hanging out with their
friends.
Rest and Relaxation, Ashley
Yenor, Lexi Boberg, and Colton
Franck are looking forward to a
lot of down time, aka sleeping
in late!

Route 66, Dakota Talbot
and T.J. Staley hope to do
some driving around,
swimming, getting a job,
and enjoying the nice
weather.
Back in the day, Jacob
Lang, Eddie Stevenson, Tristan
_ _ _ _ _ _ __. Akers, and Jake Swanson
mess around on a 4wheeler.

Time changes everything,
Megan Reed and Adrianna
Nussear pose for a picture
with Mrs. Kline.

Track and Field day, Marissa
Johnson, Jack Wagher, Megan
Reed, and Meridith Logston
stand for the National Anthem.

Flashback

tP~w~
Time of our lives, Eddie Stevenson,
Jake Swanson, Jordan Chezum,
James Dobbels, and Tristan Akers
do a cheer their freshman year
during the bonfire.

Remember when, Hannah
Lawrence, Tristen Walline, and
Hunter Nelson are all smiles while
they dance together.
Look how much has changed,
Sami Casteel. Adrianna Nussear,
and Kelsey Todd take a picture at
last years homecoming.
The good old days, Hannah Lawrence and

State bound, Jacob Stone, Cameron
Woodbury, and Brockton Reed pose
for a quick picture while at the hotel
for the state jr high track meet.
Car rides, Tristan Akers, Sami Casteel.
Kelsey Todd, and Jake Lang ride
together after a college fair.

Way back when, the junior class took a class picture after their 6th grade

Hunter Nelson take a picture at the end of their track and field day.
7th grade dance.
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Behind the scenes, Carter Snook,
Lexi Boberg, Jack Wagher, Alexis
Michael, Blaze Matheny, Ramsey
Spanton, and Olivia Newcomb stop
working to take a picture.

Lights, Camera, Action
Before the lights go on and the action starts, lefs go behind
the scenes with Jack Wagher. Jack has been apart of
theater for 6 years and has been part of l 0 shows. Jack
started off on stage but then moved backstage. When
asked what his favorite show was he said, " My favorite was
definitely Bye Bye Birdie, I can still sing those songs like it was
yesterday."
Jack does almost everything, but he said his favorite was,
"Setting all the flats up, mostly because I finally get to see
my product." He says a lot of work goes into being in stage
crew. They usually make and paint everything. They have
about a month to put everything together for the show.
Jack says the most important thing about stage crew is,
"Making the best of what we have already on stage, saving
money is the ultimate goal!" But to him the hardest part is
the limited amount of time they have to build such
amazing sets. His favorite part of being in stage crew is,
"Seeing how quickly I can build the stage in such a short
amount of time."
Jack says there really are not any special skills needed for
being on stage crew, but knowing how to use a drill and
having an artistic eye does help. When asked if he had to
inteNiew to get on stage crew or be stage manager he
said, "No, it is kind of a seniority thing. One of the most
important things he learned from stage crew was that, not
all people need to be on stage. When asked if he was
planning on going into theater after high school he said,
"No, but I do plan on volunteering to help after I am gone."

ht
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Spotlight shines, stage crew manager Jack Wagher
shows off his drill that he uses to build the sets.

We're o Proud

VVyatt Kirlin has decided to enlist in the
United States Navy to seNe our country. He
did this by talking to a Navy recruiter that
came to the high school to talk with the
students about possibly enlisting. VVyatt
talked with the recruiter and his parents and
he went with his gut instinct and enlisted to the United
States Navy. VVyatt did not have to meet any requirements
before he could enlist in the Navy. He has considered
going into the Navy for a little over a year.
The job he is planning to specialize in is called "CSS"
otherwise known as Culinary Specialist Submarine. The
"CSS" is also known as a Navy cook. VVyatt said this job
could change but as of now that will be his job. VVyatt will
leave for basic training on August 17th and travel to
Chicago, Illinois and be gone for seven and a half weeks.
After VVyatt completes basic training he will then go to
school for nine weeks then a submarine school for four
more weeks. He says that during this time he will miss his
family and friends the most while he is away at basic
training. When VVyatt completes his basic training and
schooling he will then be stationed to his permit battle
station on a submarine.
The physical training VVyatt is doing now to prepare
himself before basic training would consist of extra
exercises such as push ups, curl ups, and running. VVyatt
does 100 push-ups and 80 curl ups every other day then
runs one and a half miles at least once a week. He plans
on making it through basic by setting goals for himself and
staying positive throughout the whole experience.
There is some military history in VVyatrs family, VVyatrs
grandparents were in the reseNe. VVyatt says his family is
"alright' with his enrollment into the Navy. He says that
joining the United States Navy will affect his life by opening
more doors for his future. We wish you the best of luck with
your military life!

Caleb Sipp has decided to enlist in the
United States Marine Corps because he likes it
and his life has always revolved around it for as
long as he could remember. Caleb has had
multiple family members in the military for a
total of over 50 years of seNice. Caleb's grandfather Jack and
two other family members were in the Navy.
Caleb decided to enlist in the Marines after meeting with a
recruiter during one of their school visits. When Caleb came to
the decision that this is what he wanted to do, the recruiter
then came to the house to talk with his mother and him about
enlisting. Caleb made the choice to enlist on October 5, 2015.
He has wanted to be in the Marines since he was a young boy.
Caleb chose the Marines because he feels they are the
most intense branch of the military. Caleb will leave for 13
weeks of basic training in San Diego, California on July 25,
2016. When basic training is completed Caleb will then come
home for ten days of leave then go to MOS school, otherwise
known as Military or SeNice school. When Caleb completes a ll
of his training he hopes to be stationed in Iraq with the infantry.
To prepare for basic training Caleb has been working out by
running, lifting weights, and doing push-ups and sit-ups daily.
Caleb has also been attending warrior night in Galesburg
which helps prepare you for basic. The requirements to join the
Marines include passing the ASVAB test which stands for Arms
SeNice Vocational Aptitude Battery and passing a physical
and mental screenings, as well as a background check. Caleb
is planning on making it through basic training by working hard
each and every day. The things Caleb feels he will miss the
most while he is gone is his family and friends.
When asked what Caleb hopes to get out of the Marines he
responded with he just wants to protect his country. Caleb feels
that the military will help him be stronger and that he will be a
strong supporter of the United States of America. Caleb's family
is all for him enlisting in the Marines.
When 1 asked Caleb if he had any parting comments he
said he was looking forward to "kick' in" down doors and winn'in
wars". we wish Caleb a safe and fulfilling career in the United
States Marines.

ing for the camera, Hannah Akers and
basketball team smile while waiting for the
game to start.

We followed around Hannah Akers for one day to see how she spends an
average day at school and afterwards. She takes Accounting, Algebra II,
Chemistry I, Spanish II, English II, Band, Choir, and Ethics. On average, she
has about two hours of homework each night, unless she finishes it at school.
Hannah is involved in many things including Cross Country, Basketball,
Softball, Band, Choir, Plays, Musicals, Marching Band, LEV, Student Council,
and FCA. When asked why she is involved in these activities she said: "I try to
be involved in as many activities as possible because it keeps me busy and
I love being with other people. I play sports because I love being active and
being a part of a team."
She has many things that she enjoys about high school. Some of these
include being able to see her friends and her teachers. She loves being
sociable and being at school allows her to be around people she can talk
to. When she has a basketball game later in the day, she has many things
she must do. This is what she replied with when she was asked this question. I
get up like usual. I have to dress a certain way so that I match my team. On
a normal day, Hannah said she will not usually eat breakfast, but on game
days she makes sure that she does so that her energy stays up. I go to
school and get through the day like normal. I try extra hard to get my
homework done in class so that I do not have to do it when I get home late
that night. After school, I usually go home for an hour or so, depending on
when the bus leaves. I usually eat a small dinner before I leave to get on the
bus. When we are on the bus to a game our team usually listens to music,
but once we are almost to the school we start to focus on what we are
going to do during the game. After the game, I go home and shower and
then go straight to bed.
If she does not have a game, she usually would go straight to practice
after school. Then she would eat dinner, do her homework, take a shower,
and then go to bed.

Working hard, Hannah Akers works
on a quiz in Spanish c lass.

Waiting tor the ball, Hannah
Akers stands at half court while
waiting for the basketball.
On the field Hannah Akers is plays
her trumpet while marching on
the field.
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First Class Seniors

Tristan Akers

Avery Burgeson

Samantha Casteel

James Dobbels

Kyle Ford

Jamie Franck

Zachary Hines

Marissa Johnson

Elizabeth Keller

Wyatt Kirlin

Jacob Lang

Charles Lanier

Brittney Lindesmith

Meridith Logston

Morgon Mccaw

Allison Meyer

Zoe Michael

Adrianna Nussear
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Jordan Chezum Jordan Christopherson

Megan Reed

Andrew Ruhnow

Ryley Rusk

Caleb Sipp

Trystin Staley

Edwin Stevenson

Jake Swanson

Kelsey Todd

Meagan Underwood

Jack Wagher

Photo not
available

Logan Gibbons

Nathan Nimrick

Class
of

2016

s~
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Final countdown, Meagan Underwood, Men in black, Morgon McCaw and
Jordan Christopherson, and Marissa
Jordan Chezum show their best
Johnson count down the last few days of side to the camera.
school.

ior Class
M.e,

JN,F

Watch me Whip ...
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All smiles, Avery Burgeson and
Ryley Rusk pose for a quick picture
as their year comes to an end.

Too cool for school, Jamie Franck
and Jacob Lang enjoy their last day
of class in Mrs. Anderson's roam.

Medals of honor, Allison Meyer,
Tristan Akers, Kyle Ford, Jake
Swanson, and Megan Reed show
off their JKB medals they received
during the JKB cookout.

Senior Class of 20 l 6

g~
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Jazzy Juniors

Logan Brink

Katherine Bull

Jacob Dobbels

Dalton Edmund

Tyler English

Jacob Fortino

Caleb Franck

Colton Franck

Sean Goepper

Peyton Grant-Witt

Alexis Michael

Hunter Nelson

Victoria Ramont

Brockton Reed

Austin Gray

Olivia Newcomb
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Hannah Lawrence Kristofer Lookingbill

Alixander Olson

Alexander Owens

Trevor Reed

Clifford Richey

Dakota Root

Wade Schnowske

Jared Smith

Emily Steider

Marcus Stiles

David Stinson

Jacob Stone

Alex Strand

Hanna Thompson

Mitchell Todd

Brittany Underwood

Alec Vinavich

Cameron Woodbury

Ashley Yenor

Class
of

2017
T~
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Sassy Sophomores

90

Hannah Akers

Dawson Anderson

Dylan Bailey

Laney Baylor

Lexi Boberg

Sierra Brown

Riley Cauwels

Lauren Clong

Shelby Clong

Mackenzie Coziahr

Mikael Duford

Renee Fortino

Laney Fuqua

Kamron Gray

lsiah Hansen

Austin Hanson

Travis Kane

Trevor Kane

Alyssa Keeney

Geoffrey Lindesmith

<3or~~

Dakota Matheny

Abbigale Mathis

Colby Mccaw

Ava Michael

Hannah Moody

Brooke Murzyn

Julia Nail

Riley Nelson

Dalton Nimrick

Maxwell Nuckles

Justin Palmer

Drake Park

Mason Piggott

Ashley Reinstadtler

Elizabeth Richey

Nathen Smith

Madeline Stevens

Emily Sullivan

Evan Sullivan

Collin Webster

Class
of

2018
Ashley Wiley

Lexi Wiley

Tara Williams

<>or~
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Feisty Freshmen

92

Danielle Adams

Andrew Allen

Brian Anderson

Kacey Braendle

Kaleb Buss

Tanner Coziahr

Austin Davidson

Joshua Dobbels

Adam Fortino

Cole Franks

Devin Fuqua

Nicholas Gainey

Clara Happel

Noah Hines

William Keller

Nicole Kirlin

Taylor Lodge

Coleton Maness

Drake Mcdonough

Gage Miller

'f~

Madalyn Nuckles

Olivia Nuckles

Cole Piggott

Elisa Raley

Elizabeth Ratliff

Austin Reed

Elijah Sexton

Carter Snook

Joshua Stinson

Jenna Stromquist

Savanna Sullivan

Madison Swanson

Kaitlyn Swemline

Paiton Williams

Cade Nimrick
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Class
of

2019
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Tom Akers

Charlie Brown

Vicki Carrico

Catherine
Chambers

Kayla Dixon

Mary Franck

Pat
Halldorson

Jeff Hannam

Tyna Hart

Sunny
Letterle

Dawn Lewis

Bob Reagan

Ben Schott

Debra
Schumaker

Marcy Strand

Susan
Sullivan

Tim Sullivan

Cheryl Evert

Lora Fielding

Amy Nelson

Duane Price

Jennifer
Stevens

Rob Stone

Marsha Storm

Trent Taber

Brock

Cheryl
Whitford

Jay
Wiechmann

Annie Wood

Supporting
Staff
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Life lessons, Drake McDonough,
Austin Reed, and Noah Hines learn
about life skills from Mr. Price.

Study time, Nicole Kirlin, Olivia Nuckles,
Jenna Stromquist and Nicholas Gainey
look over their notes.

Writ
Q1e
Writers block, Kaitlyn
camera because
about as Devin F
Miller, and Josh Sti

Intense research, Kacey Braendle, Carter Snook, Code
Nimrick, and Elijah Sexton research their paper for Heatlh.

Ready to test,
Gainey are ready to
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Lets play, Colby MaCaw is ready to
play some basketball.

hysical
fcn~

Reed, Evan Sullivan, and Riley
of dodgeball.

I, Tyler English, Brockton Reed,
and Wade Schnowske get
in a game of basketball.
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Hoping to score a goal, Marcus
Stiles waits to get the hockey puck.

Finishing homework, Laney Baylor
finishes her homework for math.

2+ 1 =3, Lexi Boberg, Julia Nail.
Mason Piggott all work hard on their
class work in math.

~+B~= c~
~~J!sf~t

Trying to understand, Dawson
Anderson, Mackenzie Coziahr, and
Max Nuckles take notes in their
math class.
Time to calculate, Allison Meyer
pulls out her calculator to help her
with her math problems.

Searching for a solution, Mer
Logston hopes to finish her math
assignment in class.
Figuring out the answers, Eddie
Stevenson tries to solve his
homework problems while Kyle Ford
gets help from other classmates.

)t14k
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Reading together, Paiton
Williams and Taylor Lodge study
the drivers ed book together.
Two hands on the wheel, Olivia
Nuckles is ready to start driving.

If I were principal for a day....
We asked the students if they could be
principal for a day what would they add or
change, some of the suggestions were .. ..
he bullying policy.
Upgrade the track and football field.
~hange what time school starts.
ppen campus for lunch.
peparate kids who want to be here from the kids
f,.mo don't.
~new band room .
k::hoose your own seat.
Better funding for the arts.
Fix the plumbing.
!Get out of school earlier.
No homework. it all has to be done in school.
jchange the no hat rule.
More money for music.
Allow kids to have their phones.
No school on Fridays.
More time for lunch.
Not have exams because they stress students

put.
Let the kids who can't take test in classes
because they have bad concentration not take
hem in class.
Let students listen to music.

Researching information, Danielle
Adams, Kacey Braendle, Adam
Fortino, and Cade Nimrick work
beside one another.

Studying for his permit, Carter
Snook researches the rules of the
road .

Rules of the rood, Dakota Talbot,
Clara Happel. Austin Davidson
study the rules of the road.

Stay
Staying safe, Alix Olson
cut their wood while
Working hard, Jack
sander on his project to

Making it perfect, Brittany
Underwood sands her project so
that its nice and smooth.

Building together, Marissa
Johnson, Cami Noble, Dawson
Anderson, and Alex Owens
build a shelf together.
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All smiles Emily Sullivan and Brittney
lindesmith are posing for the
picutre at an art show.

l 00

Final masterpiece Hanna
Thompson smiles with her painting.

Reviewing history, Austin Gray,
Kamron Gray, Emily Sullivan, Riley
Cauwels, and Colby MaCaw a ll
listen to their history lesson.

Understanding what happened,
Tora Williams, Lexi Boberg, and Travis
Kane do their assignments in class.

Taking a look at the past, Eddie
Stevenson and Tristen Walline watch a
movie in their wo rld histo ry class while
Arika Glisan smiles for the c amera.

Cost of Living in the 1950's vs 2015

7950

Studying hard, Brittney Lindesmith,
Jack Wagher, Ava Micheal. and
Wyatt Kirlin study for the class.

2075

House

$7,354

$188,900

TV

$239.50

$2,000

Car

$1.510

$20,000

Gas

$0. 18/gallon

$2. 15+

Coke

$0.10

$1 ' 19

Eggs

$0.49

$1 .98

Coffee

$0.37 1b.

$91b.

4 years of College
$2,500

$160,000

McDonald 's Hamburger
$0.15

$1-2

Round trip flight to Europe
$620

$1 ,200+

Price chart was found at price-20l6.com

Making the old new, Maddie
Nuckles and Britney Lindesmith talk
about their assignment.

-:tt~<;~
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Getting the job done, Jordan
Christopherson concentrates on his
experiment so he doesn't mess up.

Advice to Freshmen
Freshman year can be hard. Starting high
F>chool is a scary thin, so we got some
p dvice form the upperclassmen and
eachers to help the Freshmen through this
~cary time. We wanted to show how high
~chool really isn't that scary.

Double checking, Tristan Akers
overlooks Jamie Franck measurements.

!seniors:
Don't believe in failure.
Don't stress the small stuff.
~ways ask for help.
jGet involved and have fun.
Drop fake friends and keep the real friends.
High school friends may not be there forever, but
passions will.
~uniors:

Be involved in school activities.
Read, read, read! Knowledge is power!
Don't procrastinate on your homework.
~ good sense of humor can get you through
pnything.
Make high school as fun as possible.
!Sophomores:
~ou can say no.
!Gain relationships with teachers.
Don't forget to turn in your work. finished or not.
Respect the upperclassmen.
Teachers:
Get involved.
Keep up with your work.
Be goofy, everyone is.
Keep track of your things.
Be involved in something.
Popularity should never be your first priority.

Experimenting, Hannah Akers and
Arika Glisan work together as
partners on their experiment.
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Clean up, Alyssa Keneey and Evan
Sullivan wash their materials in the
sink.

Getting distracted, Eddie Stevenson
gets distracted from his science project
because of his picture getting taken
while Olivia Newcomb and David Stinson
work on their project.

Exact m

f~
Exact measurement,
Stone, and Dawson
during their experiment.
Downtime, Wade Sc
wait for the last hour bell

Concentrating hard, Meridith
Logston works on the chrome book
during her class.

Questioning look, Jake Swanson
gives a weird look to the camera
during his class.
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Hard at work, the English I class
works hard on a project with the
chrome books.

Kris Lookingbiii,Jacob Stone,
Hannah Lawrence, and
their books during English.

I. Kris Lookingbill, Brockton
Nelson study their Spanish.
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Listening intently, Taylor Lodge,
MadGlie Nuckles, Liz Ratliff, Elisa
Raley, and Dylan Bailey listen to
what Mr. Price has to say.

Presenting to their class, Kamron
Gray and Mason Piggott act out a
conversation.

Looking over his paper, Kaleb
Buss checks his work.

Shaking hands, Max Nuckles and
Evan Sullivan recite their script in
front of the class.

What does it mean?
llve asked a group of students and teachers what words
lt~dents use today mean. Most of the students knew
hat the words meant but the teachers struggled a
little.
Lit: Something that is amazing in any sense.
tudents thought it meant cool or party, but the
eachers thought it was short for literature.
Fam: Word use to describe your people. Ones that you
jean trust dearly. someone you consider family.
~he students thought that tam meant a really close
jgroup of friends or a "squad" while the teachers thought
it was short for family.
Shade: Acting in a casual or disrespectful manner
I
owards someone/dissing a friend.
1Students thought it was when you talked badly about
!~Someone but the teachers thought it was just a cool
I
liSpot out of the sun.
Ratchet: A Ghettoized form of the word Wretched: very
l~unhappy, etc.: very bad or unpleasant: very poor in
quality or ability.
~he students thought that ratchet meant a gross or rude
person while the teachers thought it was a tool used to
lfix things.
Savage: Someone who does not care about the
consequences of his or her actions.
he students thought that it meant a rude person who
says cruel things. Teachers thought that it meant an
iJ~ncivilized person or a mean person.
Fleek: On point.
~tudents believed it meant on point or looking good.
None of the teachers knew what fleek meant.
1

Working quietly, Madison
Swanson, Brian Anderson, Kacey
Braendle, Adam Fortino, and Austin
Davidson concentrates on their
assignment.
Posing for the camera, Austin
Hanson shows off his set for a
presentation.

I

Definitions by urbandictionary.com

College 101
~~~~

Fly high, Jordan Chezum is ready
fo r the United States Air Fo rc e after
high school graduation.
New beginning, Marissa Johnson is
ready to begin her next step at Scott
Community College.

Tips to Survive Freshman Year
l . Go to all orientations.
2. Get to know your roommate and others in
your residence hall.
3. Get Organized.
4. Find the ideal place for you to study.
5. Go to class.
6. Become an expert on course requirements
and due dates.
7. Meet with your professors.
8. Get to know your academic adviser.
9 . Seek a balance.
l 0. Get involved on campus.
Tips listed were found at livecareer.com

Some of the colleges our seniors will be
attending in the fall are Black Hawk College,
Full Sail University, Western Illinois University,
Iowa State University, Monmouth College,
Southern Illinois University, Scott Community
College, Carl Sandburg College, Triton
College, Loras College and five members of
the senior class are joining the military.

School spirit, Eddie Stevenson shows his school
spirit by wearing his Full Sail University shirt. He
plans on attending there in the Fall.
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College bound, Tristan Akers,
Allison Meyer, and Jamie Franck
show off their goodie bag they
received from Black Hawk College
as part of their scholarship.

Onward and upwards, Avery
Burgeson and Jake Swanson
research information about Carl
Sandburg College and Southern
Illinois University.

Res
Research paper, Avery Bu

Current events, Alex Strand a
work on their current event
computer class.

2 classes in 1 hour, Mitchell Todd
works on his math class and his online class simultaneously.

Taking a break, Jake Swanson
takes a break to talk to Alex owens
and Jared Smith while Dakota Root
finishes his work.
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Waiting to start, Eddie Stevenson
and Tristan Akers sit and wait to start
singing.

Solo

, Edwin Stevenson, Jack
Christopherson sing with

Ford sings a solo for
while Eddie
from behind.
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Getting ready to start, Hannah
Lawrence, Hannah Akers, Serria
Brown, Hannah Moddy , and
Katey Bull smile for a picture.

Providing rhythm, Lexi Boberg
and Josh Stinson and Kyle Ford
keep the rhythm for jazz band.

Keeping count, Hannah Akers
waits for her cue to play.

Piano fingers, Andrew Allen
keeps time with the jazz band at
the Christmas concert.

Perfectly in sync, Julia Nail, Austin
Hanson, and Kelsey Todd play their
trumpets very proud.

Blowin' that ax, Eddie stevenson
plays his bari sax for h1s last
Christmas concert.

The lovely flutes and
clarinets, Hannah Lawrence,
Alyssa Keeney, Jack Wagher,
Oliva Newcomb, and Lexi
Boberg play their part for the
Christmas concert.

Feeling jazzy, Carter Snook and
Tristan Akers play their saxes for the
jazz band during the Christmas
concert.
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Good Bye
While we begin to wrap up the school year there are many people I would like to say thank you to. For starters I would like
to thank the teachers and staff for allowing the yearbook staff and photographers to come into the classrooms and take
pictures and drop off suNeys to be completed. I would like to thank our sales representative Jim Straub for all of his help
with uploading videos, technical problems, and just being there whenever we needed help. Last but not least, I would like
to say thank you to Mrs. Anderson for all the hard work, time, and dedication she puts into making the yearbooks a great
success each year. I would also like to say the students are going to miss Mrs. Anderson as she leaves teaching to go back
to college next year. It will be different not talking with her every day about the yearbook and life in general.
To the underclassmen work hard and enjoy high school while it last. Go outside your comfort zone, try new things, who
knows what you might find. Make as many memories as you can, don't hold grudges it will make you miserable,and try to
stay positive and look for the good in everything.
To the upperclassmen, good luck to the seniors and their future and I hope life treats you well . To the juniors you have a
year left lets make it a great one. Remember to always keep your head up and smile even on bad days. No matter where
life takes you don't forget where you came from.
Your high school yearbook editor,
Hannah Lawrence

Staff
Yearbook Adviser/Photographer
Mrs. Anderson
Grade School Memory Book
Editor: Mrs. Anderson
Editor: Lexi Boberg

Junior High Memory Book
Editor: Lauren Anderson
Editor: Kendall Lewis

High School Yearbook
Editor: Hannah Lawrence
Editor: Dawson Anderson

Spring Memory Book
Editor: Alyssa Keeney

Staff
Marissa Johnson
Emily Sullivan
Laney Baylor
Kelsey Todd

Colophon
The Bridge Yearbook 2015- 2016 had 120 all color pages with a Travel theme throughout the book. There were 90 books
ordered this year and was published by Walsworth in Brookfield , Missouri. Our yearbook Sales Representative was Jim
straub and our Customer SeNice Representative was Alicen Wright. The yearbook cover was designed by Mrs. Anderson
and Hannah Lawrence and brought to life by artist Michelle North. The cover was a Gloss Laminate 4-color. The cover
stock was 100# C 1Son 120 PT Graphic. Name stamping was printed on 29 yearbooks in Matte silver. The yearbook was
sold in the Fall for $70 and after Christmas for $85. The paper stock of the yearbook was on Legend House Gloss Text 80#
stock, book size was 8 1/2 by 11, binding was Smyth Sewn Hard Cover, and submission application was Online Design. The
delivery date was set for August 11, 2016. The headlines and captions were printed in AvantGuard while the sub-headlines
were printed in dartangnon.

Check this out! Make pictures come to life.
l . Download Aurasma from App store
~
2. Open App and create account
.
3. Click and search tab on the bottom then select the channels tab
4.Search CAMBVIKINGS and select 2015 yearbook
5. Follow us
6. Select the camera icon and hold over photo, double tap the full screen

ll 0

Clor~

Year in ,
Entertainment
Film:
Oscar award winners were:
Best picture- Spotlight
Actor in a leading role- Leonardo Dicaprio/ The Revenant
Actress in a leading role- Brie Larson/ Room
Actor in a supporting role- Mark Rylance/ Bridge of Spies
Actress in a supporting role- Alicia Vikander/ The Danish Girl
Best animated film- Inside Out

Celebrities:
Prince, David Bowie, and Alan Rickman passed away.
Louis Tomlinson had his first child, a son named Freddie.
Tyro Banks became a first time mother in early 2016 thanks to a surrogate.
Music:
The top 5 songs of 2016 according to officialcharts.com were:
7 years- Lukas Graham
Love Yourself- Justin Bieber
Stitches- Shawn Mendes
Work- Rihanna FT Drake
Fast Car- Jonas Blue and Dakota
Books:
Top 3 selling books of 2016 according to goodreads.com
1. The Girl on the Train- Paula Hawkins
2. 90 Minutes in Heaven: A True Story of Death and Life- Don Piper
3. Two for the Dough- Janet Evanovich
Politics and Local News:
Politics:
The top presidential candidates for each party were:
Democrats:
Hilary Clinton and Bernie Sanders,
Republicans:
Donald Trump and Ted Cruz
Third Party:
Gary Johnson and Jill Stein

Local News:
J&J food market opens up in the old veterinary building.
The food shop changed owners and now is called BP.
A youth center opened in the old bowling alley.
Sports:
Super Bowl 50 was held on February 7, 2016 at Levi's Stadium, Santa Clara,
the Denver Broncos. The Broncos won by a score of 24 to 10.
NCAA Mens basketball tournament winner was Villanova over North Carolina by a
Danny Willett wins the Masters in Golf.
Stanley Cup finals will begin on May 30th. The final four teams left are the Blues,
The 201 6 Summer Olympics will be held in Rio de Janeiro Brazil on Aug 5-21 .

Local:
State track qualifiers from Cambridge were Hunter Nelson, Jenna Stromquist,
Allison Meyer in the 100 meter high hurdles and the 300 hurdles. Megan Reed for
Megan Reed went on to win the 1A state triple jump with a jump of 37"7 3/4.
Terry Anderson was hired as the new baseball coach this season as Seth Spivey
English teacher Duane Price was hired as the new Golf coach.
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POST 417
(309) 93 7-1250
105 N. Prospect Street
Downtown
Cambridge, Illinois 61238
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American Western Trading Company
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Linco Refractory Supply INC.
P.O. Box 515
Coal Valley, II 61 240-0515
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Best of Luck to our graduates!
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Cambridge Fire Protection District
We zght what you fear!
303 S. East Road
P.O. Box 125
Cambridge, II 61238
(309) 937-2526
Thomas W. Montgomery

Robbies Service Station

Attorney At Law

CPA

405 E. Court Street
Cambridge, II 61238
(309) 937-2270

127 N. Prospect Street
P.O. Box 176
Cambridge, II
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Hutchinson Trucking
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(309) 9 3 7-5600

Chris Kane
Customer Service
P.O. Box 51
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Cambridge, II 61238
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Happy Joe's
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FAREWAY FOOD STORES
"Home of to your car service"
WITH

Specializing in farm fre h produce, USDA Choice
Beef, all natural Pork, and farm fre h Poultry.
540 Pritchard Drive Gene eo, Il61254

~
~
EARN

Open Mon- Sat 7:00AM-9:00PM
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On balances up lo $15,000
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Grocery Dept. (309) 944-6702
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''Always Fresh, Always Affordable,
Always Fareway"

Cambridge Pattern Works
105 Railroad Street
Cambridge, II 61238
(309) 937-5370
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Dobbels Show Pigs
16417 II Highway 81
Cainbridge IL 61238
(309) 937-5732
James- Jacob- Josh
•

0

•

0

Buena Suerte en el
Futuro!

Spanish Club

•

0

Schnowske & Sons
10507 II Hwy 82
Cambridge, II
(309) 937-3323
Open 24 hours a day!

Cambridge Masonic Lodge #49
11 0 North East St. Cambridge IL
(309) 937-5868

Con ratulations to the class of 2016!
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Dear Samantha,
It is hard to believe you were just a baby in our arms, not that many years ago, and as
a new parents we worried about you falling as your little toes started you on your
journey. Through your path, you have proven we have never had to worry about you
falling. You have had incredible strength from the beginning and continue to shine
from each stride you take. We are so proud of you and also have great pleasure
watching you continue to excel. You are amazing and always remember that.
Congratulations to you as a 2016 CHS Graduate!
With great pride and love,
Mom and Dad

Dear Si ,
I am so happy for you graduating thi year. I love you so much and I am proud of you. I hope
you will love the nursing career after college. I know you will be great at it. Congratulations
2016 CHS graduate!
I love you,
Madi

9ts LyJ tr f~ ~ f~ M9 teei w. ~k.ea,yt 9' M.'>u fY'ow:lat r

~9 ~ tivJ: r ~s~ w. Ji r
Ju.' Jle, 'ff~~s a«± f:k_Y'e, ~WeLt rY' -best ~~s qv~l

~rk~.

qv~PJ,

Dear Samantha,
I am so proud of you, my granddaughter. You are a hard working young woman and
you have set goals for yourself. Beside going to school, you have studied so hard for
your CNA program through Black Hawk. And, you have worked two jobs, Hillcrest and
DQ, between studying. I know you will be a great nurse. I am glad we can still find time
to spend together as I treasure the visits.
Love always,
Grandma Sharon
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A
Adams, Danielle- 16, 37, 42,
43,50,61,92,98

Braendle, Kacey- 42, 92, 95,
98, 105

Coziahr, Mackenzie- 6, 7, 10,
12, 17,20,29,37,39,41,57,
61, 90, 97

Brewer, Glenna- 94
Brink, Logan- 10, 42, 44, 88

Coziahr, Tanner- 5, 16, 21, 29,
37,53,92,95

Akers, Hannah - 22, 34, 35, 3 7,
41,42,43,59,62,64,66,68,
77, 82, 90, 102, 108, 109

Brown, Charlie- 94

Akers, Olivia- 43, 59

Brown, Sierra -12,17, 39, 41,
43,47,53,59,90, 108,109

Davidson, Austin- 37, 42, 92,
98, 105

Akers, Tom- 94

Bull, Katey- 7, 10, 108

Dixon, Kayla - 94

Akers, Tristan- 14, 15, 19, 21,
22,35,41,42,44,45,50,59,
64,65,68, 71, 73, 75, 76, 77,
78, 79,84,87, 102,106,108,
109

Bull, Katherine - 88

Dobbels, Jacob- 28, 42, 43,
44, 49, 65, 88, 114, 115

Allen, Andrew- 6, 9, 14, 16, 22,
33,59,68,92,109
Allen, Brendan - 59

Burgeson, Avery - 6, 7, 12, 15,
16, 19,21,39,40,42,43,47,
66,68, 72, 75, 78,84,87, 106,
107
Buss, Kaleb- 9, 16, 37, 38, 42,
92,95,105

c

Allen, Chris - 94

D

Dobbels, James- 72, 74, 75,
78, 79, 84, 114, 115
Dobbels, Joshua- 28, 29, 48,
49, 92, 114, 115
Duford, Mikael- 90, 100

E

Anderson, Angela- 94

Carrico, Vicki- 94

Anderson, Brian- 21, 29, 38,
41,42,53,63,92, 105

Casteel, Samantha- 6, 7, 10,
11,16,17,20,21,25,42,43,
72, 73, 74, 75, 78, 79,84, 116,
11 7

Anderson, Dawson - 9, 17, 21,
29,37,38,41,43,46,51,63,
901 9 71991 103 110
I

Anderson, Lauren - 11 0

B
Bailey, Dylan- 37, 49, 90, 104
Baylor, Laney- 8, 16, 17, 20,
41,46,51,62,64,66,90,97,

110
Bennett, Amanda - 94
Black, Maria- 94
Boberg, Lexi - 35, 41, 45, 46,
64,66, 78,80,90,97, 101,
109, 110

Edmund, Dalton- 54, 88, 99

Cauwels, Riley- 37, 68, 90,
101
Chambers, Catherine- 94
Chezum, Jordan- 42, 43, 48,
54,67, 73, 74, 79,84,86,106
Christopherson, Jordan - 17,
20,22,26,36,40,42,50,59,
68, 71, 72, 75,84,86, 102,
108
Clong, Lauren- 14, 29, 45, 68,
90
Clong, Shelby- 14, 29, 45, 59,
68,90

English, Tyler- 37, 42, 88, 96
Evert, Cheryl - 9 4

F
Fielding, Lora - 94
Ford, Kyle- 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 21,22,26,36,37,41,
42,49,59,68, 71, 72, 75, 77,
84,87,97, 108,109
Fortino, Adam- 18, 29, 41, 42,
60,92,98,105
Fortino, Jacob- 28, 29, 60, 88
Fortino, Renee- 14, 16, 22, 29,
41,42,45,46,51,57,59,61,
64,66,68,90
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Franck, Caleb- 10, 27, 29, 30,
41,42,44,66,88

Hanson, Austin- 5, 21, 37, 38,
68,90, 105,109

Lang, Jacob- 15, 72, 74, 75,
78,84,87

Franck, Colton- 10, 27, 28, 29,
41,42,44, 78,88

Happel, Clara- 37, 92,98

Lanier, Charles - 30, 31, 70,
71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 84, 106,
107

Hart, Tyna - 94
Franck, Jamie - 7, 12, 13, 16,
19, 21, 23, 36, 37, 39, 40, 41,
42,43, 44,59,64,65, 71, 72,
75, 78, 84, 87, 102, 106
Franck, Mary- 94
Franks, Cole- 20, 37, 42, 63,
92
Fuqua, Devin- 8, 28, 37, 50,
92,95
Fuqua, Laney- 8, 28, 3 7, 49,
55,62,90

G
Gainey, Nicholas- 4, 5, 26, 27,
34,35,37,42,44,45,59,68,
92, 95
Glisan, Arika - 6, 8, 26, 3 7, 41,
42, 45, 54, 101, 102
Goepper, Sean- 27, 42, 64,
65, 88
Grant, Kaylin- 59
Grant-Witt, Peyton- 42, 88,
104
Gray, Austin- 28, 42, 88, 101
Gray, Kamron- 28, 37, 68, 90,
101, 105

Hines, Noah- 28, 37, 42, 92,
95

Lawrence, Hannah - 18, 22,
26,35,42,46,59,64,68, 79,
80, 88, 104, 108, 109, 110

Hines, Zachary- 10, 11, 28,
29, 30, 31, 84

Letterle, Sunny- 94

Hulin, Sharon- 94

Lewis, Dawn - 94

Humphrey, Sara - 94

Lewis, Kendall - 110

J
Johnson, Marissa - 10, 21, 24,
25,30,41,46,54,56,57,64,
66,68, 70, 73, 75, 79,84, 86,
99, 106, 11 0, 114, 115

K
Kane, Travis- 10, 11, 20, 28,
29,36,41,57,63, 78,90,101
Kane, Trevor- 1O, 29, 50, 53,
90
Keeney, Alyssa - 13, 16, 22,
37,42,45,46,59,60,61,64,
66, 68, 69, 90, 102, 103, 109,
110
Keller, Elizabeth- 26, 27, 28,
29,64,65, 72, 73, 74,75,84

Lindesmith, Brittney- 28, 47,
64,66, 70, 71, 72, 74,84, 100,
101
Lindesmith, Geoffrey- 28, 90
Lodge, Taylor- 16, 41, 42, 92,
98, 104
Logston, Meridith - 17, 26, 41,
43,66, 70, 73, 75, 79, 84,96,
97, 103
Lookingbill, Kristofer- 10, 11,
26,27,40,41,44,45,88, 104,
105
Lund, Jarrett - 41

M
Maness, Coleton- 42, 43, 53,
92

Keller, William - 42, 92
Matheny, Blaze - 80
Kirlin, Nicole- 26, 37, 92, 95
Matheny, Dakota - 3 7, 91

H

Kirlin, Wyatt- 10, 37, 54, 67,
73, 74, 81, 84, 101

Mathis, Abbigale- 68, 91

Kopatich, Stephanie - 94

Mccaw, Colby- 28, 29, 36,
37, 91, 96, 97, 100, 101

Halldorson, Pat - 94
Hannam, Jeff- 94
Hansen, lsiah - 90
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L

Mccaw, Morgan- 10, 11, 28,
29,48,49, 74, 75,84,86,87

Mcdonough, Drake - 8, 9, 36,
37,38, 39, 42, 43,62,63, 92,
94,95
Meyer, Allison - 6, 7, 15, 17, 20,
37,41,43,44,47, 56,6 1, 69,
70, 71, 73, 75, 78,84, 87 , 97,
106, 111
Michael, Alexis- 22, 26, 29, 37,
42,44,80, 88
Michael, Ava- 10, 29, 37, 91,
100, 101
Michael, Zoe- 24, 25, 29, 42,
72,84
Miller, Gage- 9, 49, 55, 92, 95

Nuckles, Maxwell - 8, 9, 20, 21,
26, 27,30, 31 , 36, 37, 38, 39,
56, 57, 60, 61,9 1, 96,97, 104,
105
Nuckles, Olivia - 8, 12, 37, 39,
42,43,56,59,61 , 93,95, 98
Nussear, Adrianna - 10, 17,
21,41,44,46,64, 67, 70, 73,
74, 78,79,84

0
Olson, Alixander- 48, 49, 54,
55,88, 98,99
Owens, Alexander- 12, 13, 26,
27, 42, 43, 44,45, 48,49, 88,
98,99

Miller, Lisa - 94

p
Moody, Hannah - 10, 12, 17,
91, 108, 109
Murzyn, Brooke- 27, 37, 91

N

Palmer, Baylee - 59
Palmer, Justin - 91 , 100
Park, Drake- 18, 37, 91

Reed, Brockton - 37, 41, 42,
43, 44,49, 60, 78, 79, 88, 96,
104
Reed, Megan- 6, 7, 16, 19,
21 , 24, 25, 29,34, 37, 39, 4 1,
42, 44,48, 61 , 70, 71 , 73, 75,
78, 79, 85, 87, 111
Reed, Trevor- 10, 11, 37, 89,
96
Reinstadtler, Ashley- 8, 17, 21,
56, 64,66, 91
Richey, Clifford - 44, 89
Richey, Elizabeth - 61 , 9 1
Root, Dakota - 10, 11, 27, 42,
44, 78,89, 107
Ruhnow, Andrew - 10, 74, 85
Rusk, Ryley- 10, 31 , 48, 49,
73, 75, 85, 87

s

Nail, Julia- 14, 16, 35, 37, 61,
68, 91, 97, 109

Piggott, Cole- 5, 33, 37, 93

Schnowske, Wade- 10, 11,
42, 44,65, 67, 89, 96, 103

Nelson, Amy- 94

Piggott, Mason- 33, 37, 41,
42, 50, 91, 97, 105

Schott, Ben- 94

Nelson, Hunter - 7, 16, 20, 41,
44,45,47,57,61,66,69, 78,
79, 88, 100, 104, 105, 111

Price, Duane- 94, 111

Schumaker, Debra - 94

Nelson, Riley- 5, 37, 38, 49,
55,63,91 , 96,103

Raley, Elisa- 42, 93, 104

Newcomb, Olivia- 22, 27, 35,
44,45,66,80,88, 102,108,
109
Nimrick, Code - 4, 5, 3 7, 55,
60,93,95,98
Nimrick, Dalton - 91
Nuckles, Madalyn- 12, 13, 16,
17, 38, 39, 41, 60, 61, 93, 100,
10 1, 104, 105

R

Ramont, Victoria - 6, 7, 10, 26,
27,66,88
Ratliff, Elizabeth- 36, 37, 60,
61, 93, 104, 105
Reagan, Bob- 94
Reed, Austin- 9, 16, 20, 29,
38,42,60,93,95

Sexton, Elijah- 33, 42, 68, 93,
95
Sipp, Caleb- 11, 19, 21, 42,
52, 60, 72, 74,75, 81 , 85
Smith, Jared- 10, 18, 27, 37,
41,43,44, 89,107
Smith, Nathen- 91
Snook, Carter - 14, 21, 30, 3 7,
38, 42,49, 53,68, 80,93, 95,
98, 109
Snook, Victor - 4 1
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Spanton, Ramsey - 59, 80

Sullivan, Susan- 94

Staley, Trystin - 17, 36, 3 7, 40,
41,42,43, 72, 73, 74, 75, 78,
79,85

Sullivan, Tim- 94

Steider, Emily- 12, 13, 38, 39,
89,98,99
Stevens, Jennifer- 94

Swanson, Jake- 5, 15, 21, 27,
29, 42, 44, 67, 71, 73, 74, 78,
79, 85, 87, 103, 106, 107

Wagher, Jack- 14, 15, 16, 23,
26,30,35,40,47,64,68,69,
70, 72, 74, 79, 80, 85, 99, 101,
108, 109
Walline, Tristen- 10, 26, 42, 66,
67, 68, 79, 101, 104

Swanson, Madison- 8, 12, 16,
19, 20,29,37,39,41,42, 43,
50, 56, 61, 93, l 05

Webster, Collin - 27, 91

Swemline, Kaitlyn- 8, 16, 37,
41 ,42, 56, 57, 62, 93,95

Whitford, Cheryl- 94

Weigelmann, Brock- 94

Stevens, Madeline- 22, 23, 91
Stevenson, Edwin - 10, 14, 22,
23,26,68, 73, 76, 77, 78, 79,
85, 96, 97, 100, 101, 102,
103, 106, 107, 108
Stiles, Marcus- 6, 10, 37, 89,
96
Stinson, David- 22, 27, 28, 37,
42,44,45,57,59,60,68, 78,
89, 102
Stinson, Joshua - 14, 15, 22,
23,26,27,28,29,36,37,42,
43,44,45,58,59,60,61,68,
69,93,94,95, 108,109
Stone, Jacob- 26, 37, 41, 44,
60, 79, 89, 103, 104
Stone, Rob - 94
Storm, Marsha - 9 4
Strand, Alex- 27, 89, 107
Strand, Marcy- 94
Stromquist, Jenna - 12, 16, 20,
3 71 391 4 1, 56, 6 l, 931 95, 111
Sullivan, Emily- 8, 16, 17, 21,
28, 29,37,46,47,51,91, 100,
101,110
Sullivan, Evan- 13, 29, 37, 60,
91, 96, 102, 105
Sullivan, Savanna - 16, 36, 3 7,
41,42,43,93
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Wiechmann, Jay- 94

T
Taber, Trent- 94

Wiley, Ashley- 17, 29, 37, 49,
55, 62, 91

Talbot, Dakota- 26, 42, 78, 98

Wiley, Lexi- 17, 29, 37, 61 , 91

Thompson, Hanna- 44, 47,
67, 89,100

Williams, Paiton- 16, 37, 41,
42,43, 93, 98

Todd, Kelsey- 10, 14, 15, 16,
18, 19, 20, 21, 29, 30, 35, 42,
46,51,54,56,57, 72, 74, 75,
79, 85, 109, 110

Williams, Tara- 23, 53, 91 ,
100, 101

Todd, Mitchell- 13, 22, 26, 29,
37,49,59,68,89, 107

Woodbury, Cameron- 10, 13,
14, 20, 26, 37, 41, 44,49, 57,
60,79,89, 96

u
Underwood, Brittany- 54, 61,
89, 99
Underwood, Meagan - 10, 14,
15,24,25,35,40, 42,52,54,
66, 72, 74, 75,85,86

v
Vinavich, Alec- 11, 27, 37, 41,
42,43,44, 78,79,89
Vinavich, Kaiden- 43
Vincent, Sara - 16, 17

w
Walsworth.

Wood, Annie- 94

y
Yenor, Ashley - 10, 26, 54, 78,
89

Adele released 25

I her first new album in almost
four years. The first single "Hello" became the first song to
ever sell more than one million downloads in its first week.

KOBE BRYANT announced he
was retiring from basketball
after 20 seasons with the Los
Angeles Lakers. an NBA record
for a player spending the
most seasons with one team.
Bryant finished his career as a
five-time NBA champion and
17-time All-Star with the Lakers,
and the third-leading scorer in
league history.

THE HUNGER GAMES: MOCKINGJAYPART 2, the final movie in The Hunger
Games series of films, hit theaters to
wide fanfare in the fall. The movie,
which saw Katniss Everdeen finally
confront President Snow, received
raves from fans and critics.
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A TERRORIST ATIACK STRUCK VENUES
in Paris on the night o f Friday, Nov.
13. Major c ities around the world lit
their iconic landmarks in a show of
solidarity with France.

WATCH THE PHOTO COME TO LIFEI
V'"t the App Store or Google Play and download the Yearbook 3D opp.
Open the opp on your phone or tablet
p, 1nt the viewfinder over photos with the Yearbook 3D icon and watch
them come •o fife

POPE FRANCIS VISITED THE U.S. FOR THE FIRST TIME
EVER. He addressed Congress in Washington.
D.C .. and the United Nations General Assembly
in New York City. He ended his trip in Philadelphia.
His schedule included a parade and services.
and crowds followed him hoping for a glimpse
of or a hug from the pontiff.

THE STRONGEST HURRICANE EVER RECORDED named Patricia- made landfall in a sparsely
populated area of southwest Mexico on Oct. 23.
Hurricane Patricia caused a lot of damage in
Mexico and then swept northeast. merged with
another storm and caused flooding in Houston.
Texas. and Louisiana.

After 16 years, comedian
JON STEWART (pictured
interviewing President
Obama) stepped down as
the host of popular satirical
news program The Daily Show
surprising an entire generation
of college-aged kids used
to getting their news laughs
from Stewart.

walsworthyearbooks.com

Even after band member Zayn Malik left the group, boy band ONE DIRECTION still released a new
album. Made 1n the A.M .. that was one of the year's top sellers. Despite that. the four remaining
members of One Direction decided to take a break and pursue solo careers.

NASCAR driver KYLE BUSCH won five races during
the 2015 season and won his first Sprint Cup
championship. JEFF GORDON retired after 23
seasons and 93 career race wins.

STEPHEN CURRY won MVP and led the Golden
State Warriors to an NBA title. then got the 2015-16
season off to a 24-0 start. which set a new record for
the most consecutive wins to start an NBA season.

GAS PRICES steadily crept lower throughout
the year. By Thanksgiving and Christmas. the
national average fell below $2 a gallon for the
first time around a holiday since 2008.

The Denver Broncos defeated the Carolina Panthers, 24-10,

to win Super Bowl 50.
Denver's top-rated defense, led by game MVP Von Miller, shut down quarterback Cam Newton and the Panthers'
offense. The victory was also the second championship for Denver quarterback Peyton Manning.
This year's field
of BEST PICTURE
NOMINEES at the
Oscars included The
Martian. which saw
Matt Damon playing
an astronaut trapped
on Mars. Other movies
nominated included
Spotlight. The Big Short
and Mad Max: Fury
Road. The Revenant
starring Leonardo
DiCaprio led all movies
with 12 nominations.

Several NEW SPECIES WERE DISCOVERED in
the Eastern Himalayas in recent years. and
the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF)
raised concerns this year about whether
they are endangered. Among them were
the Burmese snub-nosed monkey (shown).
a "Dracula" minnow and the megophrys
ancrae. a new species of frog.

Mixed martial
artist HOLLY HOLM
shocked the MMA
world in November
when she knocked
out UFC women's
bantamweight
champ Ronda Rousey.
The victory for the
relatively unknown
Holm was considered
a huge upset.

walsworthyearbooks.com

ALABAMA DEFEATED CLEMSO 45-40, in the
championship game of the 2016 College
Football Playoffs. The victory earned a fourth
national title in seven seasons for the Crimson
Tide under coach Nick Saban.

GOO
unveiled a new version of its famous
multi-color logo. changing to a sans-serif font for the
first time in more than 17 years. The company said
the update was an attempt to make the logo look
better on multiple devices.

STAR WARS: THE FORCE AWAKENS
Apple released the APP
H. a new brand
of smartwatch that performed many of the same
functions as an iPhone. but with a more personal
connection for the user. In the first year. Apple sold
12 million watches.

became the longest-re1gning
monarch of Great Britain on Sept. 9. She surpassed
her great-great-grandmother. Queen Victoria .
who sat on the throne 63 years and 216 days.
Elizabeth was already the coun•ry's longest living
and oldest-serving monarch She became queen
:n February 1952.
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a s tu €' to the big screen for the first time in
10 years. Star Wars: The Force Awakens opened a week before Christmas to huge audiences. The movie introduced a
new generation of characters, but also saw the return of favorites Luke Skywalker, Han Solo and Princess Leia.

Egg McMuffins all the time! For the first time,
NAL
began serving
fast-food chain M •
several items from its popular breakfast menu
24 hours a day.

As more people purchased D 0
, local.
state and federal governments debated how
to regulate the a irc raft for safety and sec urity
reasons. The FAA estimated that a s many as
30,000 drones could be flying in the U.S. by 2020.

Stargazers everywhere received a treat in
September when a LUNAR ECLIPSE took p lace.
The event was rare as it was a tota l ec lipse of a
supermoon, me aning the eclipse took p lace at
the same time as a full moon.

walsworthyearbooks.com

The Kansas City Royals
defeated the New York Mets in
five games to win the 2015 World
Series. It was the first World Series
title for the Royals in 30 years. In six
of their ll playoff wins, Kansas City
trailed by at least two runs, setting
a record for the most comeback
wins in one postseason.

AMERICAN IDOL aired its 15th
and final season with Keith
Urban Jennifer Lopez and
Harry Connick Jr. tak1ng their
last turn as judges Several
past winners returned to
make appearances in the
show's last go-around.

Photo credits. Newscom

New England quarterbac k
TOM BRADY was suspended
for four games by the NFL
when the league ruled
he was "generally aware"
of possible wrongdoing in
the Deflategate controversy.
However, Brady's suspension
was overturned on appeal
by a federal judge. allowing
him to start the year for
the defending Super
Bowl c hamps.

A mass migration
of REFUGEES
from Syria, Iraq,
Afghanistan and
o ther countries
headed for Europe
by foo t or boat in
search of better
opportunities. The
situation strained
resources and
raised tensions in
many places.

The Oxford Dictionaries WORD OF THE YEAR FOR 2015 was not actually
a word- i' was the emoji
• known as the Face with Tears of Joy. In its
announcement, Oxford Dictionaries said the emoji was chosen "as the
'word' that best reflected the ethos. mood, and preoccupations of 2015."
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